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Agony at Stalingrad

Stalingrad. We are thinking, these
days, of the Volga running red
with blood and of the charred
ruins of what was once a proud
and noble city. We are thinking
of the untold and unnamed thousands-Russian and German alike
-whose lifeless bodies litter Stalingrad's hills and fields. We are
thinking of the women and children cowering in underground
shelters and caves while the battle rages in all its fury overhead.
We are thinking of the valiant
men who are fighting to defend
and to preserve their homes and
their families, all they have
learned to cherish, all that they
call their own, and who are saying to the invader, with an eloquence that must give new heart
to the oppressed of all the conquered nations: "Thus far you
shall go-and no farther l"
And so, Stalingrad means to us,
above all, the bleeding soldier,

siege of Stalingrad-which,
at this writing, is entering upon its second month-will go
down in military annals, regardless of the outcome, as one of the
epic battles of all time. The magnitude of the struggle, in terms of
both men and machinery, is inconceivable to those who are half
a world away from the scene of
combat. Both the attacking Germans and the defending Russians have overcome almost insuperable odds in waging the battle and in pressing so long and so
hard toward the ultimate decision.
The importance of the battle
of Stalingrad with relation to the
future course of the war can hardly be overestimated. But somehow, as day follows weary day,
we find ourselves thinking not so
much of that, but rather of the
human side of the gory drama of
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and the sobbing mother, and the
starving child. It means that we
must turn, with new importunity,
to the Lord of nations under
whose righteous judgment the
world is groaning, with the suppliant's age-old plea: "Return, 0
Lord, how long? And let it repent
Thee concerning Thy servants."

A Master of Gothic
the recent death of Ralph
Adams Cram the world lost
one of its greatest specialists in
Gothic architecture. The Cathedral of St. John the Divine in
New York is undoubtedly his
greatest work and also the most
impressive example of ecclesiastical architecture in our country.
The Fourth Presbyterian Church
on North Michigan Avenue in
Chicago is likewise an excellent
demonstration of his genius in
the understanding and mastery
of Gothic. His memory as a
great architect is secure in the enduring beauty and grandeur
which his idealism built in stone
and steel.
But Ralph Adams Cram was
more than a great architect.
Gothic architecture was more to
him than a perfect form of ecclesiastical art. It represented a philosophy of life to which he des-perately wanted our frightening
world to return for salvation. He
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was one of our leading medievalists. Although we may well question the ability of any age to return to a world that has passed,
as Cram urged, there can be no
question about the wholesome influence which his work as an architect and as author and lecturer has had upon church architecture and worship. He was a harsh
critic of our civilization and of
its crass materialism under the
dominance of what he called the
mass-man. His denunciation of
the perfectionism which dominated the thinking of American
Protestantism in the Twenties
has not been without its effect upon the conservative trends now
evident even in the most liberal
Protestant circles. It is at least no
longer fashionable to denounce
medievalism and all its works.
And there is a strange interest in
the art and music of the medieval
church in the most unexpected
circles. Ideas of Utopia once current are heard no more in the
land. Certainly the terrific impact
of our contemporary world gave
added force to the message and
prophecies of Ralph Adams Cram
and of those who joined him in
the pronouncement of doom upon a civilization which lives by
bread alone. Even if we cannot
agree fully with the cure for the
ills of the world and of the Church
which Cram proposed, we are
thankful for his keen diagnosis
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of the fatal sickness of our culture. Thi~ will, perhaps, after all,
be his greatest contribution to
our age and to the coming generations for whom Ralph Adams
Cram has built not only magnificent churches but also preached
truths against materialism which
will outlast the solid beauty of
his Gothic structures.

Let's Become Air-Conditioned!
has faced us with the
plain alternative: 'Fly-or
die!' Fortunately, our choice has
already been made: we shall Flyand Live. But to do that the entire nation must become air-conditioned."
Thus writes Robert H. Hinckley, assistant secretary of Commerce for Air, in a recently published article (see booklet published by the Civil Aeronautics
Administration and the U. S. Office of Education, May, 1942, and
titled Air-conditioning Young
America).
Mr. Hinckley believes that it is
not enough that Americans be airminded~ but they must also become air-conditioned~ that is, they
must be "saturated in aviation
skills and a general comprehension of the significance of aviation."
Following up Mr. Hinckley's
plea, John W. Studebaker, U. S.
HHISTORY
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Commissioner of Education, suggests in an article in the same
booklet what American high
schools can do in the way of airconditioning American youth. We
are submitting his suggestions:
The schools can acquaint older
boys in and out of school of the nation's need for men to serve in the
Air Forces; of the standards for selection of men to undergo training as
air cadets.
The schools can have physicians
examine prospective air cadets to advise them and their parents whether
or not they may hope to meet the
physical standards required.
The schools can help these boys to
secure remedial physical and dental
treatment to remove minor disqualifying disabilities.
The schools can organize special
pre-pilot refresher courses for these
boys in the physics and mathematics
applicable to the work of pilots.

But schools can do still more.
Mr. Studebaker goes on to tell
that "geography classes can study
the factors which govern weather
and climate in various parts of the
world, discuss relative mileages of
land and air travel, and trace
through many lands the course of
famous flights; mathematics classes
can learn the elements of navigation, how to compute horsepower
of airplane engines from the cy Iinder bore and stroke and revolutions per minute, and learn to
work out 'lift' and 'drag' ratios;
and physics offers a rich source of
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aviation knowledge-laws of flow,
air pressures, forces of wing . lift
and propeller thrust, magnetism,
and the construction and use of
instruments." Mr. Studebaker also
encourages the schools to build
500,000 scale models of fighting
airplanes to help train Army and
Navy personnel in identification
of the planes they will see while
on duty throughout the world.
We trust American high schools
everywhere are carrying out the
suggestions of Mr. Studebaker; for
every passing day in the present
world conflict reminds us most
forcefully of the all-importance of
air supremacy. What effect the
emphasis on aeronautics will ultimately have on our secondary
schools is hard to tell. We do venture to say however that the prominence given to aeronautics is definitely pushing into the background social science courses and
appreciation courses and once
more re-instating course5 in such
hard and formal subjects as mathematics and physics. Furthermore,
there can be no doubt that after
the war aviation will play so important a part in our thinking
and living habits that every American ought right now to proceed ·
from being air-minded to becoming air-conditioned. As Mr. Hinckley correctly observes:
What is required of us is a new
orientation in practically every walk
of life-in our sciences, in our arts, in

our trade and in our business, because suddenly all the world has become our next-door neighbor. In
travel time Moscow is nearer to us
than Boston was to M t. Vernon in
Washington's day. It is this completely new way of looking at things that
will come from air-conditioning
America.

Church Statistics
N

a highly instructive article

I titled "Further 0 bservations on
the Religious Census" (The National Lutheran. Summer, 1942)
and based on volume one of the
1936 U. S. Census of Religious
Bodies} Mary Boozer presents interesting data regarding church
membership in our country. We
take the liberty to reproduce in
part her compilation of sex distribution. She writes:
With the exception of the Jewish
congregations which did not report
their membership by sex, the sex ratios within the church bodies having
200,000 or more members are as follows:
Males per
100 Females

Latter Day Saints .............. 99.1
Norwegian Lutheran Church .... 95.8
Lutheran Joint Synod of Wis .... 93.2
Roman Catholic Church ........ 91.7
American Lutheran Church ..... 89.9
Missouri Lutheran Church ...... 89.9
Augustana Synod .............. 88.4
Evangelical & Reformed ........ 82.3
United Lutheran Church ....... 81.3
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Methodist Episcopal Church . . .. 75.2
Southern Baptist ..... .. .. .. .. . 74.5
Presby. U. S. (South) .. . .... . .. 74.3
Protestant Episcopal ........ ... 72.8
United Brethren . . ... ...... ... 71.4
Evangelical Church ... . . . ...... 70.q
Disciples of Christ .. .. . . . . .... . 69.9
Churches of Christ . . ... . ...... . 69.6
Presby. U . S. A. (North) ....... 69.1
Methodist Episcopal (South) ... 68.1
Northern Baptist .............. 66.7
Congreg. & Christian ... . .... . . 64.5
African M. E. Zion ... . ........ 61.1
Negro Baptist .... . ............ 61.0
African Meth. Epis ..... .. .. . ... 56.9
Colored Meth. Epis .. .. . . .. .. .. . 56.7
Christian Science ... .. ... . ..... 31.3

In another paragraph, Miss
Boozer calls attention to those
church bodies which are most
strongly represented in 25 of our
largest cities. She writes:
In the 25 largest cities of the United States the Roman Catholic Church
comes first in church members in 24
of them and second in the 25th city,
which happens to be the very largest
of all-New York. In 18 instances its
membership was more than double
that of the religious group which
came second.
Jewish congregations held first
place in New York, second place in
16 cities, and third place in four
cities. The remaining second places
were taken by Baptist groups in five
cities, by Lutherans in two (Milwaukee and Minneapolis) , and by Presbyterians in one.
Protestant groups filling third place
were the Methodists in six cities, Lutherans in five cities (Chicago, De-

troit, St. Louis, Buffalo, Jersey City) ,
Presbyterians in four cities, Baptists
in three, Protestant Episcopal in two,
and Eastern Orthodox in one.
The largest Protestant group in any
one city is the Protestant Episcopal
in New York, a single church body.
The second largest Protestant group
is the Lutheran in Chicago.

These data surely ought do
more than satisfy curiosity hunters
and conductors of quizz-programs.
They ought to be carefully pondered by far-sighted Christians,
especially by those most interested
in the expansion of the Christian
Church in our large urban centers.

NorWay and the Nazis
HE

Nazis, with all their terror-

T ism, have not broken the spirit of the freedom-loving Norwegians. Vidkun Quisling and his
self-seeking co-workers have not
succeeded in crushing the brave
little country into abject subservience. Recently Arbetaren) a
Stockholm publication, printed
an article entitled "Norwegian
Literature Under the Occupation." We quote the following
highly significant paragraphs:

Today Norwegian literature and
Norwegian cultural life in general
are compelled to work under a regime of force which openly denies
freedom of speech. It must be said
to the honor of the Norwegian au-
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thors that they have stood the ordeal
by fire splendidly. Many are living
in exile and continue from across
the frontier the struggle on Norway's behalf. Nordahl Grieg is a captain in the Norwegian Air Force in
Great Britain, but he fights with the
pen as well. He has written in exile
a number of inspiring battle-songs,
several of which will in the futur~
be counted as classics, side by side
with the songs most cherished by the
Norwegian people. Sigrid U ndset
works powerfully in the United
States for the Norwegian cause. Helge Krogh and others are living in
Sweden. Arnul£ Oeverland has had
to pay for his part in the fight for
freedom at home in a German prison camp in the "Eastern provinces,"
probably Poland. A host of other
leading men in Norwegian cultural
life have made acquaintance with the
Gestapo prisons and concentration
camps.
The real literature of Norway under the occupation, the literature
which is going to live, is the illegal,
which consists above all in battle
poems. Some of these, of which we
have had an example in the collection Norsk Krigslyrik are first-rate
and will take their place in the songbooks and collections of poetry of
the free Norway. But there are thousands of other songs, which are written by simple people who merely
experience a compelling desire to express their indignation, their longing, and their faith. It is real folkpoetry.
There also flourishes the satirical
anecdote and epigram. Innumerable

"witticisms" have been made on the
subject of the Quislings and their
iniquities. That sort of literature
blossomed forth with particular luxuriance at the beginning of the occupation, when conditions were relatively "idyllic." But as the struggle
grows harder and-so far as one can
judge-quickly approaches the stage
at which it goes over from passive resistance to open warfare by every
means, the songs are silenced.

War-Babies
recently
A issued by tothefigures
Bureau of VitccoRDING

al Statistics in St. Louis the birthrate for the first seven months of
1942 increased by 14.8 per cent
over the same period last year.
If the same proportion continues
for the rest of this year, St. Louis
will record 19,723 births in 1942.
Last year there were 17,180, and
in 1940 a paltry 14,902. What is
true of St. Louis will probably be
true of the country as a whole,
and we are prompted to rejoice
over the increase and to express
the hope that it will continue.
Some may be tempted to raise a
questioning eyebrow as to the
motive behind the increase, but
the answer of a St. Louis obstetrician is no doubt correct:
"While there may be some tendency to have a family to evade
military service if possible, I do
not think that is the chief moti·

I
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vating factor in the increase. My
impression is that in most cases
the wife wants to have something
to remember him by in case daddy is called to war. There are also other factors entering into the
picture, of course, but this seems
to be one of the basic factors."
However, it is not enough to
bring babies into the world. The
future of our country and the future of the Church requires that
they be brought up "in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord." We hope that as the se- ·
riousness of the times is bringing
many people closer to God, it will
also instil into the young fathers
and mothers the willingness to
raise a generation that will be
truly God-fearing.

Purging the Hymn·Book
in Germany
we have no detailed
the following general statement will be
of interest to some of our readers.
It is taken from The Living
Church.
"The Institute for the Investigation of Jewish Influence on
German Church Life has issued
a new hymn book, which reduces
the number of hymns from 500
to 284; more than two-thirds of
the old hymns have been eliminated; those retained have been
HOUGH
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greatly shortened and their text
often radically changed, and all
references to the Old Testament
omitted.
"Luther's Easter hymns have
all been dropped. All penitential
hymns are omitted. Several Baptismal hymns do not mention
Christ once, and the Christian
sacrament has been transformed
into a kind of dedication to the
nation.''

Hitler Is Afraid
As Adolf Hitler finally begun
to realize that sooner or later there will be a dreadful day
of reckoning? Do you remember
the speech which the Fuhrer delivered to his puppet Reichstag
on April 27, 1942-the speech in
which he, already the absolute
master of the lives and the destinies of the regimented Germans,
served notice that he had decided
to expand the scope of his dictatorial powers? At that time the
world wondered why the Fuhrer
had deemed it necessary to make
such an announcement. Now we
know the reason. Even he cannot
fail to see the handwriting on the
wall. Hitler is afraid. His armies
did not succeed in crushing Russia into impotence, and Japan's
entry into the war did not solve
his problems. The Fuhrer fears
the constantly growing power of

H
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the nations arrayed against him,
and he sees that all is not well
on the home front in Germany.
Besides, the subjugated countries
are proving to be thorns in his
flesh. Even before he spoke to
the Reichstag last April, he had
drawn up a comprehensive program of enlarged dictatorshipa program which a special correspondent of the Manchester Guardian has summarized as follows:
I) To prevent apathy and warweariness from assuming such proportions as to constitute a danger
to the regime and to enact measures
to safeguard against the growth of a
potential opposition in Germany.
2) To reinforce Germany's hold
on other countries and to devise
more adequate methods of crushing
opposition wherever it arises. . .
3) To establish German dom1mon
over specified European areas firmly
enough to secure its acceptance under all circumstances, even in the
event of the war ending in a stalemate followed by a negotiated peace.
Meanwhile to promote the Germanization of these areas at the expense
of non-German races.
4) To replan and reorganize G.erman production and the productive
capacity of Europe so as to ensure
that the maximum output is devoted
exclusively to war requirements.
This represents a deliberate attempt
to meet the challenge of Allied production.

The correspondent goes on to
say:
The most startling symptom of

change, however, is the huge increase
in the numerical strength of the
armed units-the Wa[Jen S. S. This
increased recruitment apparently
dates from last winter, after Hitler
had assumed supreme command of
the German forces. It was then decided that the S.S. should not only
be augmented and given wider powers but that this branch of the service should be elected to become the
controlling political authority and
bulwark of the National Socialist
regime. It was ominous that shortly
after Hitler took over command the
S.S. units fighting on the Eastern
Front received frequent public mention for their bravery and fortitude.
At the Heroes' Day celebrations in
March of this year the S.S. paraded
for the first time as an independent
branch of the German Wehrmacht,
distinct from the army, navy, and air
force. Thus was symbolized the solution of a question that had been at
issue almost since the first day Hitler
came to power. The extremists had
won their struggle for supremacy in
the state and acquired a mandate to
rule by armed strength and intimidation.
Signs are not wanting, moreover,
that Hitler and Rimmler contemplate the extension of this control
in directions other than the home
front and that they intend to employ the S.S. as their eyes and ears
in the ranks of the Army. It is reliably reported that "political officers"-Gestapo agents, in other words
-have already been appointed to
every military unit. That this step
has not been officially gazetted so
far does not lessen its far-reaching

I
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implications. Clearly enough it betokens an attempt to forestall any
bid for political independence by
the army, any revolt against the ruling party if and when military
events should take a serious turn for
the worse.

Yes, Hitler fears the United

9

Nations, he fears the inhabitants
of the countries he has occupied
by force, and he fears the Front
der anstiindigen Leute (front of
decent people) in the very nation
of which he has made himself
cock of the walk.

EVEN THE NIGHT SHALL BE LIGHT
(Psalm 139)
In darkest night a little light shines far;
So in my deep of terror, gleamed a star
And I beheld, and lo, its radiance spread
Opening glorious vistas overhead;
The heavens seemed unveiled and I saw One
Luminous, glowing as the noonday sun;
Too quickly then a light cloud intervened
Which to my mortal view the vision screened;
And lest I be exalted by this grace
I found myself again in earth's same place;
But darkness was no more; all fear had fled;
Even the night was light about my tread;
I felt no weariness, but sense of song
Surged thru my members, and my heart was strong;
Since that one night no mortal foe I fear;
God is beside me, and the way is clear.
-JOAN GEISEL GARDNER

The

PILGRIM
uAll the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

B Y
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Lights and Shadows

K R E T Z M A N N

ing before the reality of the "Toccata in C" . . . Children of the
twentieth century singing "Abide
with Me" at vespers as a storm
approaches . . . Pater's "Marius
the Epicurean" ... The impact of
Beethoven's "Ninth" at first hearing . . . The deathbed of a tired
soul somewhere in Central Illinois
... The skyline of New York at
dawn ... The carilloneur in the
Peace tower at Ottawa, Canada,
playing the hymns of the Kingdom that never ends in one of the
nerve centers of the Empire on
which the sun never sets . · .. Lenten services in Trinity Church,
Springfield, on quiet evenings in
spring ... Everything written by
Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch ... Ditto Ralph Adams Cram . . . The
wind through the pines in the
Sierras crying over ancient sorrows . . . Lizette Woodworth
Reese's "Little Henrietta," death
distilled into pure poetry ... The
sharp consciousness of recurring
Palm Sundays, when thousands of
boys and girls, clean and true,

and shadows across the
years . . . The opening scene
of "Hamlet" read by a group before an open fire in the Commons
room . . . August moonlight on
the white steps of the Widener
Library in Harvard Yard ... The
"Hallelujah Chorus" pouring into
the room from the sky on the
night before Christmas ... Dr. F.
Pieper reading a paper "The
Open Heaven" at River Forest in
1929 as though he were already
there ... Keats' "Nightingale" with
November rain beating against a
dormitory window ... The "Valse
Triste" wailing from a farm house
in Ohio on a snowy afternoon in
December ... Francis Thompson's
"Hound of Heaven" ... Convention of the Church opening with
"Come Holy Ghost, God and
Lord" ... Dusk in western Wyoming, a symphony in purple and
grey . . . David Morton's "Nocturnes and Autumnals" ... Bach
in Trinity, New York, at noon,
with the noises of Wall Street fad-

L
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make vows which life and time
will too often drag into the mud
of the world's shame . . . The
lights of San Francisco from the
bay ... The sacerdotal prayer of
our Lord, the final summary of all
life and all history . . .
Spengler's Der Untergang des
A bendlandes . . . The choir at
Bethlehem Church, Baltimore,
Maryland, who knows how to lift
a tired preacher . . . Good choirs
should sing before the sermon ...
Bad choirs should not sing at all
. . . Tschaikowsky's "1812 Overture" performed as it was written
-cannons and everything ... The
campus at Johns Hopkins on
white nights in January-a symbol
of a lost peace ... Kreisler playing
"Londonderry Air" near midnight
before a standing audience begging for more ... Dr. F. Pieper's
lectures on the vicarious atonement, one of the few times we
caught the supreme and irresistible power of a surrendered heart
. . . The Lynds' Middletown 7
perhaps the most devastating examination of our world as it stumbles through its daily routine ...
Heywood Broun's piece on Sacco
and Vanzetti in his book It Seems
to Me ... Ditto Edna St. Vincent
Millay's sonnets on the same subject . . . Rechlin's improvisation
on "Jerusalem, Thou City Fair
and High," opening the gates of
pearl for a moment ... Ecclesiastes 12-not only for its meaning

11

but as the most rnajestic example
of the noble rhythm of English
prose . . . The first twelve measures of Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Blue," the last epitome of our
troubled years ... Elinor Wylie's
"Angels and Earthly Creatures"next to Housman's "A Shropshire
Lad" the best classic poetry we
have produced . . . The storm
scene in King Lear . . . The
Little Chronicle of Magdalena
Bach7 an almost perfect evocation of a perfect love ... The end
of autumn days from a raindashed window-the mood of yellowing leaves and faded summer
... The University of Chicago
Chapel under a November moon
. . . Gladys Swarthout singing
Brahms's "Lullaby" in memory of
Schumann-Heink ... We miss her
"Stille Nacht" coming over the
ether on Christmas Eve ... The
rouged lady with pearls about her
throat taking part in the Mass in
B Minor-almost blasphemy . . .
To have the music of Bach, fully
and completely, you must have
the faith of Bach ... The interior
of the University of Chicago Chapel - a most shocking example of
falling between the stools of the
academic and the ecclesiastic . . .
De Quincey's essay "On the
Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth" -second only to Ecclesiastes
12 for sheer beauty of prose . . .
Gershwin's "Song of the Flame"
... Isaiah 53-the greatest prelude

12
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in the history of man-the backward shadow of the Cross . . .
The blasted beauty of the Calumet region between South Chicago and Gary-the quiet stars of
God over the restless flames of
man ... Parrington's Main Currents in American Thought-still
far and away the best account of
America's coming of age-how we
came to be what we are ... West
Madison Street in Chicago-a wilderness made into a civilization
and civilization making it a new
and darker type of wilderness ...
Willa Cather's Death Comes for
the Archbishop-in its field the
best that America has produced
... Edwin Markham's "The Man
with the Hoe" -the clearest poetic
. description of the Russian revolution, written seventeen years before the event ... Edna St. Vincent Millay's sonnet "To Jesus on
His Birthday," typical of the
strange revival of interest in the
person of Christ:

windows of heaven . . . Paul
Whiteman's violins wailing "When
Day is Done" -a strange backward
look from the world's evening on
a day that is past ... The memory
of the boy, reared on the streets of
New York, who recited for Teacher Prokopy:
Dawn't kill de boids, de pretty boids
Dat sing among de trees
De woild would be a drearah place
Were dere no rna w us dese.

The Adagio Lamentoso of
Tschaikowsky's Sixth-the strange,
tortured peace which comes at last
to a tormented soul . . . Stravinsky's Firebird-about as close as
anyone can come to hearing the
wings of the angels of darkness ...
John Winthrop, governor of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony, to his
wife on the death of their son:
"God has put all thy tears in His
bottle" . . . Trinity Church, Detroit, at dusk of a winter evening
with a single candle flickering on
the altar and the noise of the city
dying
away-a gentle touch of the
For this Your mother shivered in
last twilight and the unseen canthe cold,
For this You bled upon the bitter dle ... The book of meditations
inscribed by a dear hand at Christtree;
A yard of tinsel ribbon bought and mas time, "And as Thy servant
sold;
was busy here and there, the Man
A paper wreath; a day at home for was gone" -words which should
me.
be above the desk of every servant
The Rose Window in Notre in the Kingdom . . . Reading
Dame, Paris, the West Door at again the story of some of the conAmiens, the choir of Beauvais- troversies which have shaken the
all of which we hope to see before Church of God during the past
our , eyes open on the spires and nineteen hundred years-a deep
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shadow and yet a sure proof that
despite the incredible follies of
men God lives in the Church ...
The "Crucifixus" from the Mass
in B Minor-the nearest music
has ever come to the expression of
the sorrow of heaven over sin ...
The listening hush of midnight on
every Christmas Eve- as though
the creation, so lost in its own
way, were waiting for Him again
. . . The last two stanzas of "0
Haupt voll Blut und Wunden"the perfect prayer of the pilgrim
whose last home stands clear beyond a Cross . . .

Random Notes
pick up a copy of Dr.
Cushing's From a Surgeon's
] ournal} a day by day record of
his work in the Ambulance Corps
in the dark days from 1915 to 1918
. . . A few brief paragraphs refer
to Revere Osler, the son of the
famous physician and professor at
1ohns Hopkins and Oxford, Sir
William Osler ... In Gilman Hall,
at 1ohns Hopkins University,
there is the proud Tudor-Stuart
Club, endowed by Sir William in
memory of Revere . . . Here is
Cushing's account of his death ...
"About seven this morning the
world lost this fine boy . ~ . We
saw him buried in the early morning. A soggy Flanders field beside
a little oak grove to the rear of
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the Dosinghem group of hospitals
-an overcast, windy, autumnal
day-the long rows of simple
wooden crosses-the new ditches
half full of water being dug by
Chinese coolies wearing tin helmets-the boy wrapped in an army
blanket and covered by a weatherworn Union 1ack, carried on their
shoulders by four slipping stretcherbearers. A strange scene-the
great-great grandson of Paul Revere under a British flag, and
awaiting him a group of some
six or eight American Army medical officers-saddened with the
thoughts of his father. Happily it
was fairly dry at this end of the
trench, and some green branches
were thrown in for him to lie on.
The Padre recited the usual service-the bugler gave the 'Last Post'
-and we went about our duties.
Plot 4, Row F" ... That "Plot 4,
Row F" is a stroke of genius ...
We pick up in a restaurant an
example of how English should
not be written . . . It is an essay
on water ... Look at it and weep:
"Water glistens in the tiny teardrops on the sleeping lids of infancy, trickles down the blushing
cheek of youth and rushes in torrents from the dimmed eyes of
age. With the rising of the sun it
flashes like polished diamonds in
the tiny dew drops on the blades
of grass and washes the faces of
the pansies nodding in the morning breeze. It refreshes the arid
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the law as it is administered in
this broad land of ours, we tune
in on the broadcast of the proceedings of the traffic court in
Gary . . . Strange and marvelous
doings . . . The nearest thing to
a blind machine we have ever
known . . . And how instructive
concerning the language spoken
in America ... "I seen him comin'
at a good clip. There wuz a couple
kids hangin' around. Me and Offica Galagher wuz just comin' out
of a store. The street wuz sorta
crowded kinda and I says to him
'You can't drive like that' and he
says, can't !'-Your Honor, he
was plastered to the gills." ...
A copy of a Chicago paper on
Easter Sunday morning ... Quotes
. . . "Here, then, is where to see
the top hats today. St. Chrysostom's and Fourth Presbyterian are
the tops in fashionable churches
. . . Not that all the fine feathers
on the drive on Easter Sunday
noon have been to church. But
that's neither here nor there ...
At St. Chrysostom's the vestrymen
are as serious about their duties
as they are meticulous about the
crease of their morning trousers

and the set of their lapel carnations. They have little sympathy
for latecomers whose seats aren't
held for them. At St. James' Mrs.
Patrick A. Valentine, handsome
in fox furs, pearls, and her corsage, and Madame Edward Larp.ed Ryerson are the doyenness of
the c~mgregation, without whom
services could hardly begin" . . .
Quotes closed . . . Somehow that
picture has been with us now for
a long time ... Top hats, gardenias, and glittering finery . . . A
strong spring wind could take one
of those top hats on Michigan
Boulevard and place it neatly on
the steps of a hovel in which mis~
ery and starvation and fear dwell
... And memory, not too sodden
with the treacherous years, might
recall the manger bed, the Poorest
of the poor, the face of Him who
had no place to lay His headand the thirty pieces of silver ...
An old quatrain tolls in our memory:
Do gold-tongued candles comfort
Thee
Who tasted darkness on a tree
Can altar lilies drain
Thy side of pain?

I

A first-hand account of a land where
history may be made -

A Country
ill Search of a Soul
By H. R.

KuNKLE

F couRSE it's a statement open

tle" because of small populationless than 350,000. But in size, not
so small, exceeding the area of
Pennsylvania and Ohio together,
and larger than Great Britain.
British Guiana has history, but
is barely aware of it. The average
person who lives here doesn't
know it, and there is no atmosphere to make him feel it. The
English dissenters who brought
the "Mayflower" to Plymouth
Rock in 1620 had previously considered Guiana as their future
new-world home. Suppose they
had chosen the mud flats of South
America instead of the rockbound
coast of North America, what farreaching difference might it have
made upon not only themselves,
but upon the subsequent history
of both continents? We feel certain that if they had chosen the
land between the sluggish, tidal
Essequibo and Corentyne Rivers

O to misunderstanding. Certainly we do not mean to suggest that
the people of British Guiana are
not spiritually-minded. They respond about like the average citizen of the world to religion, other
things being equal.
By "soul" we are groping to describe the individuality of this colony. We are trying to say that it
isn't integrated to the point where
it really knows just what it is or
what to do with itself.
Even postal employees don't
know where it is. Do you? Twice
we have received mail addressed
to "British New Guinea." Even
the American military occupation
and the bauxite prominence of
British Guiana are not going to
speedily dispel the informationblackout of the average American
regarding this little second-cousin
colony down below. We say "lit-
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they would not have produced a
Jonathan Edwards, a Harvard
College, nor the Puritan mentality. The climate doesn't grow such
crops. The Dutch Calvinists found
that out.
Sir Walter Raleigh became excited about the rich possibilities
of this land and called it Eldorado. No one calls it that now.
Spaniard and Portuguese tramped
around in it but left no permanent impression. The Dutch arrived and have left an indelible
imprint, including patronyms.
The suzerainty of this land has
changed so often that it makes the
reader's head swim: Dutch, British, Dutch, French, Batavian Republic, Dutch, British. There are
some Guianese today who wonder
whether it will be America's turn
next to subsidize it. It was once
three separate colonies - Demerary, Essequibo, and Berbice. Now
these are the three large counties
of the one colony. But through
all this ferment- possibly because
of it-the Guiana that is bordered
by Venezuela on the west and Surinam on the east (now you know
where it is) goes on looking for its
soul, or personality, or ego, or call
it what you will.

MELTING POT
British Guiana is a melting pot
more interesting, more different,
though vastly smaller, than is the
United States. But it is a melting

pot that somehow refuses to jell.
It may be very bad ethnology, but
suppose we use the five-color category for the human species - in
British Guiana you find them all
in representative number. The
blacks, browns, reds, whites, and
yellows in the numerical order
named. The United States melts
down nationalities, British Guiana must use races as its basic elements. And that's a great deal
harder.
Of course, the red man was here
first. But, like everywhere else, he
got a bad deal - from everyone.
Not being of as rugged a physique
nor as high! y developed as his fellows in Peru or Mexico or even
North America, he quietly and
slowly succumbed. He is still succumbing. Being of a simple nature, the white man took advantage of him. Being quiet and unpretentious, the black man looked
down upon him. Having retreated
to the interior, the brown men
were hardly aware of him. And
that's about the way it stands now.
The figures of 1940 show about
133,000 Africans, 148,000 East Indians, 9,000 aborigines divided
into various tribes, 9,000 whites of
Madeiran Portuguese ancestry, between 2,000 and 3,000 Europeans,
and somewhat less than 4,000 Chinese. The remainder of around
43,000 are despairingly classified
as "mixed."
But in few places of the new

-
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world does the black or brown
man have more of a chance and
an equality than in Guiana. Certainly he has far more equality
than in the United States. Most
of the teaching positions and government jobs, except the top ones,
are held by Negroes or colored.
The East Indians are pushing into
those fields, too, and hold an important place in the mercantile
pursuits. The Chinese and Portuguese monopolize most of the
other businesses, except of course
the heavy interests in the very biggest concerns, which are chiefly
British absentee- proprietorships.
Inter-racial and inter-color association, and, to a certain degree,
marriage, are not uncommon.
There are no color bars in schools,
churches, theatres, railroads.
But still the melting process is
slow. East Indians resent the Negroes marrying into their race.
Negroes fear the economic domination of the East Indians. While
claiming to be loyal Guianese and
loyal Britishers, the East Indians
especially are a unit in themselves
with their own East Indian Association that fiercely resents any reflection upon them and their Indian culture in any way. The
Hindi language (for these have
come mostly from the Chota Nagpur northeast District of India) is
being artificially maintained. Yet
bear in mind that the Africans
have been here from the very first;
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of course, as slaves to begin with.
The East Indians more than a
hundred years, at first as indentured plantation laborers. Some
have suggested that the solution
to the social problem is the gradual development of a new breed the West Indian - which is not
African, not European, not East
Indian, not aborigine, but all.
The mixture has some fine possibilities.
The African lends sturdy bodies
and tropical adaptability; the East
Indian, handsome features, excellent carriage, and dainty figures;
the European, better skin texture
and hair qualities. Combinations
of the three that we have seen are
often strikingly handsome. If the
best mental characteristics of the
three could be fused, the result
would be something to gloat over.
Possibly that is asking for too
much.
In the States you can use Negro
and colored as interchangeable
terms. Not so in Guiana. Here a
black-skinned citizen is a Negro,
but a mulatto or quadroon is a
colored man, and offended is not
so described.
THE CHURCHES
This fascinating but bewildering mixture is found, for example,
in the churches. Take 199-yearold Ebenezer Lutheran Congregation in New Amsterdam. Its membership includes Negroes, colored,
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East Indian, a few Portuguese
whites, a dash of Chinese; and, up
in the Berbice River congregations, the aboriginal Arawaks.
What more could any pastor want
for variety?
The melting pot has produced
a creole English dialect which has
a limited vocabulary, but is effective for its purpose- especially
effective for community disputes,
invectives, and market-place haggling. It sounds like a composite
of 200-year-old Cornish English,
American Negro, and Pennsylvania-German sing-song. When a
person slips into high gear and
orates full-speed ahead with abandon, it becomes utterly unintelligible to the American ear. But
some of those same people, especially the Negroes, can, when the
occasion warrants, speak a highly
polished schoolroom English, possibly sonorously embellished with
literary and Biblical apostrophes.
As for the majority of the East
Indians, plantation laborers, they
have forgotten their ancestral
Hindi and have not learned English. That is, they really understand neither good Hindi nor
good English, but only a pidgin
patois that is both and neither.
British Guiana is an island.
You'll look at a map and remark
that the heat must be too much
for the writer (which is true). But
if an island is a place which can
be reached only by water, indeed

British Guiana is an island. The
colony is bounded on the west by
Venezuela. But you cannot reach
Venezuela by land. The jungle
forbids, and there are no roads.
You must travel by sea, and there
are no satisfactory, direct shipping
lines. Dutch Guiana (or Surinam) lies to the east. But you
can't reach any town of Dutch
Guiana by land. There are no
roads or railroads. You must take
a rocking coastal steamer, unless,
of course, you are a plutocrat and
can travel by air. On the south
lies huge Brazil. But only hardy
adventurers can reach Brazil overland and reach the Amazon valley
and the important city of Manaos.
The few who would have the
strength to do it would have to
plan and arrange their own "safari." There are no roads, no railroads. Only weeks of bush trails,
rivers, and streams with frequent
portages through almost uninhabited jungle. If you want to go to
Brazil- a next-door neighboryou must go around by sea. By
sea it is closer to Miami than to
Rio de Janeiro. The nearest seaport- Belem- is as far away as
Puerto Rico, and harder to reach.
So British Guiana remains an island, her back turned upon one
South American neighbor, and
effective blinkers to either side
shutting off the view of her neighbors to east and west. She looks
only north toward the islands. To
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all practical purposes- economically, culturally, and racially-she
is a part of the West Indies: a part
that has gotten misplaced and
finds itself somewhat bewildered
by the fact.
Recently, in an American magazine, an advertising map of South
America purported to show the
areas where Spanish and Portuguese were spoken. The entire
continent was a solid mass of those
two languages. The three Guianas
were included in the Spanish area.
This amusing, if irritating, error
is typical of much of American
thinking. We don't blame Guianese for being annoyed. Not a hundred people in the colony know a
dozen words of Spanish, and no
more of Portuguese. There is absolutely no trace whatever of
Latin-American influence. No
senoritas, no bull fights, no mantillas or tortillas, no tinkling guitars, and - worst of all - not even
siesta time! The little animals are
called donkeys, not burros.
ISOLATION
The true story is told of an
older schoolboy who recently
asked his teacher where South
America is. The teacher took him
outside and told him, "You're
standing on it." Which anecdote
may be explained by the statement
that no South (i.e., Latin) American history or geography is taught
in British Guiana elementary
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schools. Just history and geography of the British Isles and the
British West Indies. And very,
very few children receive a secondary education. You might add
that Guiana is not only an island
-it's insular. So if you want the
Latin atmosphere, don't come to
British Guiana.
British Guiana has schizophrenia. And no wonder. Here it is
on the South American continent,
but in no way South American.
Here are its neighbors, but it
ignores them. Here is a population, to no appreciable degree
European, which tries to act and
live like Europeans. School children nobly sing, "There'll always
be an England," but they don't
know their own colonial song,
"Children of Guiana." We have
even heard creole Guianese speak
of England as "home." It becomes
pathetic at times - this pathological trying to be what one is not,
what one never can be, and what
one shouldn't be~
The rank and file of the black
and brown Guianese see the Englishman (or the Scot) and his way
of dressing and living. So that becomes his ideal. But his pitiful
income is hopeless. He can't do it.
The result is that instead of living
the way climate and conditions
warrant, and doing it gracefully,
he tries vainly to make two ends
meet of which it can be said,
"Never the twain can meet."

j ___________________
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The climate demands very slight
clothing, but he wants a serge suit,
black or navy blue preferably.
Back in the days when voluminous yards of Lancashire cloth
swathed milady of England, milady of dusk hue in Guiana sweltered beneath the same ridiculous
yards of Lancashire cloth. Simple
houses of local material and construction would do nicely at little
cost, but that would be failing
to keep up with the Ethelbert
Joneses, so there must be an attempt at least at ·a house with a
hideous corrugated-metal roof.
Simple, inexpensive ournis or
ramals (scarf-like head dress) look
very attractive on East Indian
women, or on any woman. But
once one becomes educated the
"English way" she must don a
homely hat that she thinks is European-looking. What economic life
there is in British Guiana is agricultural and mineralogical. But .
the education is 90 per cent purely
academic, preparing to sit for
Cambridge examinations, which
do train for a white-collar job, if
for nothing more. Result: manual
work is looked down upon, and
the smattering of education that
is received is not practical.
The Africans want to be Africans, and yet they don't want to
beAfricans. The East Indians want
to be East Indians, and yet they
don't want to be East Indians.
The small minority Chinese seem

to calmly take things in their
stride - and we mean that literally: they take the business in their
stride, too. But, as a whole, British Guiana simply doesn't know
what she is, what she wants, nor
where she is going. She has a bad
case of split personality.
Clothing costs more in Guiana
than it does in the United States.
So does American-type furniture,
even though locally made. An
American family will pay more
for inferior food in that place
than they would from either the
neighborhood grocer or the chain
store at home. The colony does
not raise enough food to feed itself. But look at the wages. The
average income of the bulk of the
population could safely be said to
be not more than four or five dollars per family per week. Domestic servants receive pay ranging
from $2.40 to $12 per month, plus
food in some cases. Day labor on
the sugar estates receive from 52
cents to $1.68 per day, for three or
four days a week. And this is the
largest source of work and income.
Stenographers who type and take
dictation (the few that there are)
may receive around $50 a month,
store clerks start as low as $12 a
month ·and increase to $40 a
month for men, $30 for women.
Elementary school teachers range
from $5 a month to $120 a month
maximum. How then can these
incomes enable people to try to

_ _ __ _ _
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live according to European standards? For the great majority are
poorly-paid unskilled laborers.
The result is poverty on an
amazing scale, poor education,
the population possibly 40 per
cent illiterate, undernourishment
widespread, wretched housing
conditions, low morals with illegitimacy indicated as 46 per cent.
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British Guiana is a country that
is unaware of its history, has a
melting pot that refuses to jell,
suffers from a split personality or
is looking for one. It is a landlocked island. It is bewildered,
like much of the outside world.
Many of its people wonder whether America holds the answer to its
300-year-old riddle.

FIREBRAND
We saw him radiant with the light of God
Burning with fire for a torch to hold,
Yearning with zeal to bring into the fold
The straying lambs that follow not the Word;
And then we saw the mundane things blot out
The holy flame with which he did abound
The temporal problems hedged him all around
By secular trials he was vexed about;
Our hearts left hungry hurt with sorrowing
And many arid spirits criticize
A careless style, or fault, nor realize
That earnest prayer can still the murmuring.
0 God, revive Thy messenger again
With such a quickening tide no force can stem!
-JOAN GEISEL GARDNER.

I
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TRAINING FOR CONQUEST
I have before me a letter
written by a German boy
of 16, member of the Hit•
lerjugend_, addressed in 1938 to a
friend in the United States. The
letter is a long one, running to
about 2,000 words; it is written in
a beautiful hand - in English.
This chap had two and threefourths years in English when he
was 16. During that time he was
also taking French. When in his
third year in high school, he
added Latin. When he wrote the
letter he had also had a year of
chemistry, and reports his grades
in history, geography, mathematics, biology, physics, chirography,
drawing. He had his own garden,
had cultivated a plot of American
maize and harvested a zentner.
Henry reports that his father,
aged 45, had just returned from a
four-weeks' service in military

drill. The boy was getting ready
for military life through forced
marches with the H itlerjugend.
The outings which he describes
included a twenty-kilometer baggage march and athletic exercises.
Henry excelled in jumping (5.40
m.); running (100 m. in 12.8);
swimming (300 m. in 7.46 sec.);
and high jump, 1.50 m. Besides
this, he reports on his records in
swimming, and announces that he
won a prize in athletics in the
Reichssport competitions.
The essays which he wrote during the semester just concluded
were based on patriotic themes
such as "A Nation's Fight for Liberation as Described in German
Poetry." He reports on the great
automobile highways which "our
leader Adolf Hitler" was constructing across Germany, also on
the building plan of the government which was then erecting
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~~magnificent buildings" at Berlin,
M iinchen, N iirnberg, Hamburg,
and elsewhere. He adds the comment: "The unemployment is removed," and continues:

Germany has become a world power again, and the German authority
is going to grow in the foreign country, also the German work. Look at
the great successes which we got on
the international exhibition of Paris:
936 prizes. The new German work
of art will begin their way through
the country. Such also the second
four-years-plan, which shall make Germany independent in economic district, will get a great success of our
analytical chemists, physicists and
engineers. That we produce artificially our own rubber, benzene, clothes,
etc., is not a renunciation on colonies,
but on the contrary we claim back
our colonies, which have been stolen
us by the contract of Versailles, which
today for us does not exist no longer.
Germany is a nation without space!
When you see on your map U. S. A.
beside Germany you are astonished.
U. S. A. with its enormous natural
raw material of wood, ores of all
sorts, coals, caoutchouc (?!), cotton,
gold, cereals, a.s.£., but only 132 million people live there, while in our
little but pretty country of 480,000
qkm. live 68 millions.

He finally expresses the wish
that the U.S. A. will join the Axis.
The letter reflects the tense attitude of a youngster imbued with
a high ambition to excel and
trained to think in terms of a
national program of restoration.

I
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It is this kind of a people with
which we are at war, highly
trained in the arts of civilization
and instilled with the spirit of
conquest. One must supplement
this boy's record of formal instruction, considerably higher than
that enjoyed by any American
youth of the same age, with readings from the textbooks by which
this boy was guided in his thinking back in 1938, books that
breathe a fanatical spirit of Blut
und Scholle.
About the time when this letter
was written, Professor M. H. Bertram, of Concordia College, Fort
Wayne, visited Germany. He
writes that the church services "record an almost one hundred per
cent absence of children," and he
attributes this condition to the
distinctly hostile attitude towards
Christianity which characterized
the leadership of Hitlerjugend.
Given a youth advanced in mental training, imbued with an almost idolatrous veneration for his
Leader, inoculated with the conviction that Germany has nothing
but force to rely upon to obtain
what is due a race destined for
world conquest, and you will understand that little is to be hoped
for from an internal collapse of
Germany. The fight will go to the
finish.
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NEGLECTING THE
FOUNDATIONS OF
DEMOCRACY

This writer must confess to
a feeling of dismay over the
results
of the history survey
•
conducted during the present year
by the New York Times. It is almost unbelievable, but the survey
shows that 82 per cent of the
American institutions of higher
learning do not require the study
of United States history for an undergraduate degree.
No institutions of learning are
more significant, as regards the
mind of the America of the future,
than the teachers' colleges. While
a little better than the universities, a survey of the teachers' colleges shows that less than one-half
of those expecting to take teachers'
degrees or teach in the Public
Schools are required to have any
course in U. S. history, either in
the secondary or collegiate level.
From the Bulletin of the Friends
of the Public Schools we gather
the distressing fact that, according
to the 1941 report of the Commissioner of Education, out of 4,496,514 high school students only
779,489, or slightly more than one
in six, took American history.
There has been some reaction
to these facts since they were given
publicity. The National Education Association Convention in
June decided to go back to teaching history. But it will be many

years before the result of even a
good resolution like this can be
felt. For one thing, the N. E. A .
Convention only represented about
one-fifth of the teachers of this
country.
No one who wishes to "condition" our youth for departures
from the American system of free
enterprise could choose a better
means for achieving this end than
to minimize the value of instruction in American history. It is
perfectly obvious that to understand and appreciate the "American Way of Life·" the boys and
girls must have a good background
of history and the traditions of
our nation. They must understand how we derived our Constitution and Bill of Rights. They
must understand the background
of colonial history, the Revolutionary War and the principles
for which it was fought, as well
as our great documents, the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution, which includes the
Bill of Rights, all to be taught by
loyal Americans who believe in
our Government and our ideals as
developed through 150 years.
If only 18 per cent of the colleges require history and only onehalf of the teachers' colleges require it, even for entrance or to
get a teacher's degree, we can well
understand how the New Deal has
been able to promote its ideals
through the public schools.
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Aside from this, those who are
today trying to make our young
men realize that democracy is
worth fighting for and worth
dying for have really, in view of
the facts brought out by the New
York Times~ a double task to perform. They must first create in
the minds of our soldiers, sailors,
and flyers a true concept of American institutions, and then must
imbue them with such enthusiasm
for the principles of the founding
fathers that they will consider no
sacrifices or privations too great
to conserve them for the l! nited
States of the future.
We have boggled badly in more
than one respect in American
popular education, but nowhere
with more fatal possibilities than
in the lack of emphasis on teaching of United States history. No
state can prosper that does not
imbue its younger generation with
love for the institutions under
which these boys and girls are to
live as citizens.

THE MAD CAREER OF
CAESAR PETRILLO
James Caesar Petrillo is
President of the American
Federation
of Musicians. He
•
lives up fully to his middle name.
Time has called him the Mussolini of Music. All his edicts have
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a distinctly Oriental tinge; "tremble and obey" characterizes the
temper of his proclamations and
of those issued by his assistants.
There was the now famous message sent by Jacob Rosenberg,
president of Local 802, to the Defense Recreation Committee of
New York: "Replying to your
wire. Please be advised that your
request for appearance of members of 'This Is the Army' orchestra to play at the Times Square
Service Men's Center on July 21
has been denied."
Two years ago Petrillo brought
himself and his union into public
scorn by ruling that Army and
Navy bands could not play on radio programs. In ordering the
withdrawal of an Army band from
a program originating at Fort Dix,
he gave as his excuse the service
band's "competition" with professional musicians. A national storm
of indignation put Petrillo in his
place on that occasion and he condescended to allow the Army music on the air. However, Don
Mario, an orchestra leader, was
fined $500 for making a "personal
appearance" at a Fourth of July
celebration at Providence, R. I.,
where he sang "The Star Spangled
Banner." A union source says he
was punished because announcement of his appearance was made
before the union was consulted.
The local's president says he was
punished because he sang after he
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had been "told not to." In other
words, it has become necessary under certain conditions to obtain
union sanction for the singing of
the national anthem.
Petrillo has more recently declared war on the juke boxes in
restaurants and taverns and on the
playing of phonograph records
over the radio. In justification, he
points to the fact that through
mechanical means of reproduction opportunity of making a living is taken away from many
members of the Federation. At
midnight, July 31, he ordered all
manufacture of "canned music"
by 138,000 union players to cease.
National attention was directed to
Petrillo's policy through his cancellation of broadcasts by the N ationa! High School Orchestra at
Interlochen, Mich. In justification, he says that mechanical reproduction, as by radio and phonograph, has thrown some 10,000
musicians out of work. It was reported that Petrillo had made the
concession of "Make 'em, play
'em, break 'em," that is to say, of
permitting members of the Federation to make transcriptions for
commercial broadcasts provided
the recordings were played only
once over a station and then destroyed. But Petrillo announced
that no such permission had been
granted, and he added, in perfect
Oriental style: "Any recording
company wishing to make such an

agreement would have to apply to
us in writing, and none has."
ETRILLo's pet aversion is the
Boston Symphony Orchestra,
whose members have continued
an open-shop policy under their
leader, Sergei Koussevitzky. Petrillo, after negotiations failed, notified broadcasters and recording
companies that the Boston orchestra was banned from the air and
phonograph records. "They're
washed up," he announced, perhaps too sanguinely. "They're
through." During the past summer Smith College, Northampton,
Mass., one of the country's leading schools for women, was blacklisted because the Boston Orchestra appears on its concert series.
This means that none of the virtuosos who have signed up with
Petrillo will be permitted to fill
any more dates at Smith College.
Much the same type of rules
that govern other labor unions
have been introduced into the
workings of the Federation of Musicians. The "pancake turners" the men who turn over the phonograph records on recorded programs - are A. F. M. men, each
drawing $90 a week. The "standby" racket has become an institution. "A few years ago," says Robert Coughlan in Life magazine,
"when Chicago's civic- minded
Daily News bought a giant panda
and arranged to have it welcomed
by a corps of Chinese Boy Scout
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buglers, Petrillo insisted that an
equal number of his men be hired
to stand by. This created an uproar. After several days of buckpassing among the News, the Zoo
and the Boy Scouts, the panda arrived and was promptly put on
Petrillo's "unfair" list.
It is only fair to say that there
are limits to what can be done
under the rules of the Federation.
A year ago, for example, the New
York local of the teamsters' union
served notice that when out-oftown bands arrived at theaters in
taxis and busses, union teamsters
must carry the instruments across
the sidewalk- at $10 a day and
$20 a night. When Petrillo refused
to tolerate such an idea, the teamsters threw picket lines around all
the presentation houses in town.
Petrillo told his men to pay no
attention. "Can you imagine them
guys?" he asked Robert Coughlan
who reports the incident in Life.
"They was being unreasonable!"

wisdom of the ages has been presented by our poets in the scope
of two or four lines. And this is
true both of sacred and secular
poetry.
When Thomas Ken appended
his Doxology to his three hymns
for morning, evening, and midnight, he certainly produced a
masterpiece of compactness:

CLASSIC BREVITY
If it has not yet been done,
no doubt it will be done by
some one some day. Name•
ly to compile an anthology of the
best that the world's great poets
have done in the short forms of
quatrain and couplet. We often
overlook the fact that the distilled

Samuel Johnson put a sermon
into two lines, when he wrote:

Praise God from whom all blessings
flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

In the couplet ascribed to Luther:
Though God a heavy cross imposes,
The Christian heart still rests on
roses,

we have a wealth of Christian experience boiled down to two lines.
The other day we ran across
this quatrain by Wm. Cowper, on
A Well-Bred Man:
Am I to set my life upon a throw
Because a bear is rude and surlyNo!
A moral, sensible, and well-bred man
Will not affront me, and no other
can.

R eflect that life like every other
blessing
Derives its value from its use alone.

To bring two selections from
our modern writers, here is one
on Silence by Charles Hanson
Towne:
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I need not shout my faith, Thrice
eloquent
Are quiet trees and the green listening sod;
Hushed are the stars, whose power
is never spent;
The hills are mute: yet how they
speak of God.

And Emily Dickinson gives us
this tender, delicate piece on
Revery:
To make a prairie it takes a clover
and one beeAnd revery.
The revery alone will do
If bees are few.

INDIA
When this issue of THE
CRESSET appears off the
press, the situation in In•
dia may have taken an entirely
different turn from the time of
this writing- the middle of August.
Just now the American view of
the Indian question seems to be
generally in favor of a hands-off
policy as far as our country is concerned, although the extreme
view of using American pressure
to insist upon independence for
India now is being ably and eloquently argued by Louis Fischer
in the Nation.
Mr. Fischer believes that Gandhi's position is not now, and never has been, pro-Japanese, that he
is open to reason an<;! persuasion,

that he has definitely receded
from his original "British Must
Go" demand, which came upon
him, as in a vision, by night as he
lay in his bed under the stars in
Seragram village. He was convinced by the arguments of his
friends and followers that he had
gone too far. He announced publicly: "Abrupt withdrawal of the
Allied troops might result in Jap·
an's occupation of India and
China's sure fall." Little by little
he whittled down his demands in
order not to hurt the cause of Russia and China, in particular, and
that of the Allies in general, as
his letter to Chiang Kai-shek also
reveals .
Mr. Fischer finally takes the position that the arrest of Gandhi,
Nehru, and other Indian leaders
was a tactical error on the part of
the British, but that Gandhi could
still be conciliated. "Gandhi could
talk in prison. He doesn't mind.
He has done it before. He is very
religious and he forgives."

ANOTHER VIEWPOINT
Over against this liberal
view George Sokolsky holds
that a free India would
•
mean a Japanese India. "The reason," he states, "that India has
not been free is
because the people of that country
have not been capable of defending
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themselves against an invader. They
have been conquered time after time
because most of them lack what it
takes to make competent soldiers. The
native troops that the British get out
of India are principally from among
the conquering peoples. The politicians and speechmakers of the
South have not, in any recent historical period, produced the character and initiative to defend their
country. With what will Gandhi
meet the Japanese? A fragment of
philosophy and a loin cloth?"

Mr. Sokolsky argues that
Gandhi owes much of his prestige
in the world today to American
public opinion, that he would be
showing himself to be a man "by
throwing the weight of his influence and prestige in support of
Great Britain and America. Certainly he owes us a great debt of
gratitude." He further points out
that Gandhi has never denounced
Ras Behari Bose, who broadcasts
from 1apanese - controlled points,
telling the Indians to repel British and American armed forces in
India; nor has Gandhi ever attacked Bose for having become a
naturalized 1apanese.

~
THE VOICE OF THE
"UVING CHURCH"
In the organ of the Episcopal Church in America,
The Living Church~ ap•
peared a well-considered editorial (August 19) which said:
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It is a case of chickens corning
home to roost. The British have only
themselves to blame for the failure
of India to rally to the defense of
British standards. For centuries British trading companies have exploited
India and British civil and military
officials have ruled the country as a
conquered province. If today India
sees little choice between her present
British masters and her potential
Japanese ones, the fact is not surprising.
On the other hand, the attitude
of Mr. Gandhi and the Indian National Congress seems strangely lacking in reality. The demand for immediate freedom would have more
validity if freedom were really a possible alternative for India. It should
be remembered also that Mr. Gandhi
does not represent all Indians, many
of whom are fighting gallantly for
the Allied cause and have no sympathy with the exposure of their
country to Japanese conquest in pursuit of the phantom of liberty. In the
long run the Indians' only chance for
liberty depends on the victory of the
United Nations.
We do not pretend to know what
the ultimate solution of the Indian
problem may be. Americans cannot
help having a certain amount of
sympathy for India's demand for freedom, which echoes our own struggle
of 150 years ago. If the world were at
peace and if there were a government
in India strong enough to guarantee
order and justice, if not equality and
democracy, we should look with hearty favor upon the movement for Indian freedom.
But sympathy with the Indian
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desire for independence should not
blind us to the strategic importance
of India in the world struggle of the
United Nations against the Axis.
India must be defended from J apanese conquest at all costs. Passive resistance is active help to the Axis. In
the face of the Japanese threat the
British had no choice but to jail Mr.
Gandhi and Mr. Nehru and to suppress the outbreaks of their followers.
We regret the bloodshed and civil
war, but the alternative would be to
yield to the Axis a vital outpost of
the United Nations and prolong the
war for the entire world. That would
be too high a price, and even that
price would not buy Indian independence. A realistic Allied strategy
demands that India be defended, with
or without Mr. Gandhi's help.
The United Nations must hold India against the Japanese. It is right
that American troops should aid in
that defense because it is part of the
all-out war between the United Nations and the Axis powers.
But the presence of American
troops in India should not be construed as American endorsement of
British imperialism in that country.
America is fighting for the preservation of the rights of life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness, upon which
our own nation is built. We cannot
fail to have the gre~test sympathy for
other nations that have the same ambition and we cannot placidly assume
that Asia, Africa, and the rest of the
world exist for the benefit of Europeans and North Americans.
India is one of the United . Nations. We are her ally as she is ours
in the war against Japan. The para-

mount problem today in India as in
the rest of the world is the defeat
'Of the Axis powers. It is for that
'p urpose alone that we have sent
troops to India. Let's keep that fact
dear, at least.

STILL ANOTHER OPINION
The Presbyterian (August
20) takes a rather realistic
attitude toward Gandhi, if
•
not as acrid as that of Mr. Sokolsky, in an editorial by Dr. David
De Forest Burrell:
Much sentimentalism has been
wasted, in this country, in the cause
of democracy. Perhaps it would be
better to say that many sentimentalists
have grossly misunderstood democracy, and therefore have wasted their
sympathy. Our Socialists, for example,
have energetically upheld the cause
of Gandhi in India, and have asked
our Government to intervene. Our
Government will, we hope, do no
such thing. For Gandhi does not in
any sense represent democracy. He
does not even believe in democracy.
He is a Hindu of Hindus. He is,
therefore, willy-nilly, bound up with
the caste system, democracy's enemy.
He is, likewise, willy-nilly, bound up
with the Hindu's bitter hatred of Islam and its many millions of followers in India. In his controversy
with Britain, he declined, definitely.
to try to unite the violently opposed
factions among the people of India.
He failed to offer any constructive
plan for a workable social order. He
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Every trip to the East always brings the great old
churches of that historic country into sharp focus
again.
Christ Church, Alexandria, Virginia, the church
of Washington and Lee.
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St. Luke's, near Smithfield, Virginia, is the oldest
church of English construction in the United States.
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First Baptist Church of Providence, Rhode Island, is
the oldest religious organization in the state.
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The old Rockingham Church in Vermont was built
in 1784.
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N.ew York Avenue Presbyterian Church, Washington.
where Abraham Lincoln worshiped.
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St. Paul's Chapel, New York, is the only surv1vmg
ecclesiastical relic of the city's colonial era. Beneath
its altar is buried General Montgomery, killed at
Quebec in 1775.
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Old Swede's Church in Wilmington, Delaware, was
begun in 1698. Its proudest possession is a communion set sent from Sweden in 1718 as a gift to the
parish.

Augustus Lutheran Church at Trappe, Pennsylvania,
will celebrate its 200th Anniversary in 1943. It is the
oldest unaltered Lutheran Church in the United
States.
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threatened those native rulers who refused to align themselves with his
party. He demanded, not a democratic India, but an India under the
sole control of a single political party. The man who, a few years ago,
announced that he had finally re-
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jected Christ and had accepted the
sacred cow as his religious symbol
can scarcely be regarded as the champion of a democratic spirit-a spirit
which Christianity alone among religions has fostered. Therein lies the
tragedy of Gandhi.

ORION AND THE PLEIADES

B. C. 1550
When Job was faced by many woes,
He yearned for needed confidence.
And Amos likewise longed for strength,
Amid the days of turbulence.
These worthies would depart from earth,
Their minds would roam the starry seas:
They found that God was ruling still
Orion and the Pleiades.

A. D. 1942
Bewildered by the radio,
We fear the commentator's news.
We dread to read the daily press,
Its headlines frighten and confuse.
We join the ancient patriarchs,
With them we roam the starry seas;
Unchanged we find God ruling still
Orion and the Pleiades.
-JOHN H. HoRST.
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MUSIC MAKERS

Conversations With a Sacred Cow
[Continued]

BY

WALTER A. HANSEN

DRAMATIS PERSONAE

music, I must tell myself in all
candor, "Old girl, you're listening
to a tinkling cymbal!" If I never
hear the overture to William Tell
again, it'll be too soon. I can't
abide such gibble-gabble.
A. Isn't your wholesale condemnation of the modernists
based on warped thinking? Isn't
your attitude altogether unfair,
and doesn't it set forth with flaming eloquence how little you know
about their music? What would
happen if the world at large were
to apply your type of reasoning to
science? Would there be a receptive attitude toward valuable discoveries and recent developments?
No. Do you look upon the fine
arts as static? If you do, I urge
you to stick your nose rather penetratingly into the history of music.
Study the lives of the great masters of days gone by and compare
their achievements with what

A Sacred Cow Named Taste
An Apostate
t\ S. C. We meet again. Are
• . you ready to talk about the
music of that old mossback, Gioacchino Rossini?
A. As you say.
S.C. You know, of course, that
I detest the works of the modernists. In my opinion, their music
lacks form and melody. To me
it's harsh and grating. My ears
shrink instinctively from its hashy
harmonies; and why, in the name
of common sense, do the modernists consider it their bounden duty
to scramble so many of their
rhythms? I'm not one of those
who worship the past merely because it happens to be the past.
Rossini, for example, is commonly spoken of as one of the masters
of opera; but whenever I'm forced
to expose my eardrums to his
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their predecessors brought into
the world. You will discover that
every one of them did a great deal
of appropriating; but, over and
above all this, you will learn that
not one of them could resist an
impelling urge to tear asunder
shackles of tradition and to make
plunges into the unknown. Do
you think that Bach's "Chromatic
Fantasy and Fugue," Beetlioven's
Fifth Symphony~ Brahms's First~
Mozart's jupiter Symphony~ Wagner's Ring~ Chopin's marvelous
piano compositions, or Sibelius'
Fifth could have come into being
if the creators of these great masterworks hadn't had the courage
and vision to kick over the traces
when the spirit moved them to do
so? Bear in mind, please, that
sacred cows without number tried
in the sweat of their brows to moo
these mighty prophets into nothingness. You, as well as I, have
every right to glory in the knowledge that your kith and kin didn't,
and couldn't, succeed in those determined attempts at annihilation.
The mere fact that a particular
composition doesn't happen to
strike a responsive chord in your
breast gives you no right to condemn it forthwith to outer darkness. No fair-minded person will
take you to task for talking about
your own likes and dislikes with
all the sharpness and all the glibness at your command; but don't
undertake to hurl a composition,
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or a composer, into the bottomless
pit of futility on the basis of nothing more valuable than your own
predilections. You should, I believe, be sympathetic toward the
strivings of the modernists even it
their brainchildren don't gladden
your heart.
S. C. A most interesting lecture!
But aren't you sidestepping the ~s
sue? Didn't I ask you about the
music of Rossini?
A. You did, and I intend to indulge in some plain talk concerning the Fat Man of Passy.
For a number of years I, too,
was in the habit of turning up my
nose-sometimes gently and sometimes with an explosive type of
vigor- at much of the music of
Rossini. Yes, I, too, used to be
one of those who considered it altogether fitting and proper to bespatter the overture to William
Tell with faint praise and sharp
invective. I know now, however,
that I had heard entirely too
many of the old-fashioned playerpianos and entirely too many for·b ears of the modern juke box
murder the composition into earsplitting and meaningless noise.
At any rate, I had, for ·o ne reason
or another, deluded myself into
believing that the famous Fat
Man of Passy was, in more than
one respect, a bungling and misguided interloper in the field of
opera.
Thank fortune, I have seen the
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error of my ways. Today I can,
and must, speak about Rossini
without garnishing my remarks
with convolutions of the nose. I
have come to realize that the man
was exceedingly clever, uncommonly wise, and, above all, a master-composer. If anyone tells me
now that the overture to William
Tell is "a tale told by an idiot,
full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing," I blast away at him with
the most powerful shot and shell
I have on hand in my little arsenal. I apologize most abjectly to
the memory of the able composer
for all previous attempts on my
part to sprinkle disparagement on
the overture to William Tell~ and
I declare, with apologies to no
one, that the Barber of Seville has
become one of my favorite operas.
Even Hector Berlioz, who inveighed against what he called
"Rossini's melodious cynicism, his
contempt for the traditions of
dramatic expression, his perpetual
repetition of one kind of cadence,
his eternal petty crescendo, his
crashing drums," set great store by
the subtle beauty of the Barber.
S. C. Aren't you a bundle of
strange inconsistencies?
A. Do you think so? I could,
of course, ask you the same question; but I don't want to belabor
the point. I have more to say
about Rossini. Please understand,
however, that I'm not trying to
convert you or your many friends

to my way of thinking. In other
words, I'm not a sacred cow.
S. C. You're telling me?
A. I, too, have read in the history books that Rossini dashed off
the Barber of Seville in a hurry in thirteen days, to be exact; and
I know that, in writing the opera,
lazy G ioacchino made use of
some tunes which he had devised
long before he stirred his stumps
to set an adaptation of Beaumarchais' famous comedy to music. So
what? If laziness- they say, you
know, that Rossini was lazy- can
produce melodies of such distinctive and lasting charm as one finds
in the Barber~ then opera-which,
as everyone should know, contains
more than its proper share of inanities- needs more laziness, provided that the laziness walks arm
in arm, so to speak, with Rossinian brain-power. If filching one's
own previously fabricated stuff results in patchwork concoctions as
pleasing to the ear and as delectable to the mind as the Barber of
Seville~ we have no reason whatever to growl. I have already
pointed out to you that Bach and
Handel frequently pilfered from
their own brainchildren. Would
it be fair to deny Rossini the same
right?
S. C. I still consider the Barber
a hodge-podge of empty chatter,
just as I continue to look upon the
overture to William Tell as meaningless and boring.
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A. Every sacred cow to her
sacred taste! Again I say that I'm
not trying to convert you; but I
do want to give emphasis to two
more points.
Have you ever stopped to think
that the main reason why there is
a far smaller number of effective
comedies in opera than tragedies
is to be found in the bald and brutal fact that it is much easier to
write tragedies than comedies? To
my thinking, Rossini happened to
be a past master of putting hotoff - the - griddle buffoonery into
many of his tunes and into much
of his orchestration. He could
turn many a trick in the matter of
descriptive writing. Didn't he do
so in that thorn in your flesh, the
overture to William Tell'! Didn't
he do so with even greater effectiveness in the Barber, that matchless masterpiece of fun and melody? Yes, he had mannerisms.
Who hasn't?
S. C. You haven't succeeded in
convincing me. I know what I
like and what I don't like. But
what about Paul Dukas' "The
Sorcerer's Apprentice"? If I say
that I regard this work as an amazing example of descriptive writing, you, I suppose, will disagree.
A. Not at all! May I talk for a
few moments about that composition?
S.C. Go ahead.
A. Long before the death of
Dukas (1865- 1935), the gifted,
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hard- working, and conscientious
French composer, it was commonly said of him that he had succeeded in giving to the world only
one masterpiece. Connoisseurs admired the craftsmanship exemplified in his Symphony in C Major,
in his Ariane et Barbe-Bleue, and
in his La Peri; but they concluded
that his fame would rest on the
brilliantly subtle and subtly brilliant descriptive writing which
made "The Sorcerer's Apprentice"
an outstanding achievement in
the domain of program music.
They realized that in this tone
poem Dukas had managed to combine engaging melodiousness in
an unusually captivating manner
with superb workmanship and
highly effective scoring. Some
spoke of him as the Richard
Strauss of France. Sagacious students saw and heard how well the
Frenchman had succeeded in
pointing out that there are bounds
beyond which the tonal art should
never have the foolhardiness to go.
It sometimes happens that conductors attempt to squeeze more
out of "The Sorcerer's Apprentice" than the composer put into
it. After familiarizing themselves
with the story of the apprentice
who knew the magic formula
which made a broom fetch water
and scrub but had forgotten how
to put an end to the proceedings,
they become inordinately enthusiastic and undertake to add to
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what the painstaking Dukas included in his score. As a result,
they resort to outlandish exaggerations and rob the music of its
very pith. If they were wise
enough to let "The Sorcerer's Apprentice" speak for itself exactly
as the composer directed, their
readings of the work would
achieve the purpose intended.
An able conductor knows that
it is one thing to tell a story in
words or in pictures and another
thing to suggest it in tone. He
realizes that poetry, painting, and
music have much in common; yet,
at the same time, he is keenly
aware of the fact that there are a
thousand and one points in which
these modes of expression do not,
and cannot, overlap. He bears in
mind that program music merely

suggests and that it does so
through the magic of association.
Sometimes the suggestion is faint
and nebulous, sometimes it is
graphic and powerful; but music
invariably defeats its own purpose
whenever it attempts to do exactly what words or pictures do.
Those who know the story of
"The Sorcerer's Apprentice" as related in Goethe's poem will notice
how successfully Dukas has suggested the highlights of the tale
in orchestral tone; but one could
not become acquainted with the
yarn by listening to the composition without any key to its meaning. Commentators and listeners
alike are, more often than not,
prone to overlook this fundamental truth.
[To be continued]

RECENT RECORDINGS
PETER 1LYICH TcHAIKOVSKY. Nutcracker Suite. The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy.-A strikingly beautiful reading of this appealingly melodious and
ever popular work. Victor Album 915.
$3.68.
RICHARD STRAUSS. Don juan, op.
20. The National Symphony Orchestra
under Hans Kindler.-This magically
scored symphonic poem throbs with
life and darts fire under Mr. Kindler's masterful direction. Victor Album 914. $2.63.

RussiAN FoLK SoNGS. Alexander
Kipnis, basso, with a balalaika orchestra under Gleb Yellin.-Here the
famous Russian basso presents the
following songs: "The Recruit's Farewell," "Soldier's Song," "The Innocent Siberian Exile," "Lullaby for a
Man to Be Hanged at Dawn," "Dubinushka," "The Troika Coachman's
Love Song," "Kalinka," "Night,"
"Maiden of My Heart," and "The
Ringlet." Both the artistry and the
recording are magnificent. Victor Album 917. $4.46.
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AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER
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Listen, America
VICTORY THROUGH AIR POWER. By Major Alexander P. De
Seversky. Simon and Schuster, New
York. 1942. 354 pages. $2.50.
were not air-minded before,
you will be after reading this book.
You will look twice at the plane
soaring over your home and try to
determine its make and kind. You
will pay special attention to the part
air forces are playing in this war.
When you read that a huge warship
was sunk, your first reaction will be:
Was it sunk by bombs dropped from
enemy aircraft? You will also inquire whether the bombers who destroyed or routed a fleet of warships
flew from aircraft carriers or from
land bases, and how many tons of
explosives they dropped. Yes, you will
visualize the war being fought out
not in terms of vast armies and invincible armadas, but in terms of
squadrons of planes loaded with
enough fuel to carry them 6,000 miles
from their land bases and back, and
with enough bombs to wipe out
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scores of industrial centers and
sources of power, government seats,
fuel concentrations, airdromes, and
railroad networks. You will seriously
consider-if not become a staunch
convert to-Major Seversky's theses
that we cannot win this1 war unless
we develop as quickly as possible an
air force independent of the Army
and Navy air forces, and establish a
separate Air Department with the
same standing as the War and Navy
Departments.
Major Seversky's passionate, but
honest and straightforward, plea-he
spares no one in his criticisms-is propaganda indeed, propaganda in the
sense in which Gorham Munson recently defined it: "the art and science
of controlling the mind of mankind
by overwhelming insistence on a
point of view," but propaganda of a
kind also, as this reviewer firmly
believes, that has its bases in honor,
honesty, and high idealism.
The author of the book supports
his point of view by calling attention
to such well-known facts as the following: Germany's initial successes
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on the continent were due primarily
to her superior air forces; Germany
failed to conquer England because
her Stukas, Heinkels, and Messerschmitts were no match for the Spitfires and Hurricanes of the RAF; the
Germans took Crete by air; Japan's
early successes were due to her overwhelming superiority in air power;
the Prince of Wales, the Repulse, the
Hood, the Haruna, and other warships believed to be invulnerable were
an easy target for bombs. The crux
of the matter, as Major Seversky puts

it, is:
We cannot and must not dream of
conquering the enemy without first capturing dominance in the air-but once
we have clear-cut dominance in the air,
:o~.ll else becomes a secondary, subordinate,
auxiliary operation (p. 26).
Y

this time you may be on the

B way of becoming air-minded. But
to hasten the process, we are suggesting that you consider the following
eleven propositions which the Major
believes the present war has taught:
1.

No land or sea operations are possible without first assuming control
of the air above.

2.

Navies have lost their function of
strategic offensive.

3· The blockade ~f an enemy nation
has become a function of air power.
4· Only air power can defeat air power.
5· Land-based aviation is always superior to ship-borne aviation.
6. The striking radius of air power
must be equal to the maximum dimensions of the theater of operations.
7· In aerial warfare the factor of quali-

ty is relatively more decisive than
the factor of quantity.
8. Aircraft types must be specialized
to fit not only the general strategy
but the tactical problems of a specific campaign.
g. Destruction of enemy morale from
the air can be accomplished only by
precision bombing.
10. The principle of unity of command,
long recognized on land and on sea,
applies with no less force to the air.
11.

Air power must have its own transport.

To whet your appetite to such an
extent that you will buy and study
Victory Through Air Power, we
submit the following quotations
which we selected at random:
As soon as hostile air power can strike
across oceans as readily as it now does
across narrower waters, the United States
will become every bit as vulnerable as
England. Broad oceans will then be just
so many English Channels, Skagerraks,
and Sicilian Straits (p. 13) .
When the skies over a nation are captured, everything below lies at the mercy
of the enemy's air weapons. There is no
reason why the job of annihilation
should at that point be turned over to
the mechanized infantry, when it can
be carried out more efficiently and without opposition from overhead (p. 104).
In my own carefully considered view,
the ultimate round-the-world range of
25,000 miles-enabling a nation to strike
at any point on the face of the earth
in any direction-is at most five years
away (p. 156) .
In Germany to some extent and in
France to the full extent, air power was
handicapped by dominance of army
mentality. In Britain it was handicapped
by dominance of navy mentality. In
America we combine the worst features
of both: we split our air strength in two,
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subordinate one portion to the army,
the other to the Navy, and set them to
competing with · one another for the
largest chunks of control in an element
that is foreign to them both (p. 205).
In England and Germany they had
the good sense at an early stage in the
game to take the development of air
forces out of the hands of army and
navy people (p. 219).
The struggle of the aviation men
(American) against bureaucratic and
narrow-minded military leadership provides a saga of heroism and heartbreak
that has not yet been fully told (p. 221) .

But Major Seversky makes not only
a plea for full emancipation of air
power and for its independent place
in the war strategy, he not only exposes the traditional thinking of
army-minded and navy-minded leaders, he also presents a graphic picture
of the functions of a separate air
force, of its organization, and of its
relationships to the air forces of the
Army and Navy. He airs his constructive views in a most fascinating chapter titled "Organization For Air
Supremacy."
HO

is Major Seversky? Why

W ought one listen to him? Major
Seversky was born in Russia. He was

the leading Russian ace of the Naval
Air Force in the First World War.
When Russia dropped out of the war,
he offered his services to the United
States Government and was appointed aeronautical engineer and test pilot for the government. In 1921 he
acted in an advisory capacity to the
late General William E. (Billy) Mitchell during the latter's demonstration of the ability of aircraft to sink
battieships. The Major designed the
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world's first fully automatic bombsight. In 1931 he founded the Seversky Aircraft Corporation, now Republic Aviation Corporation. He designed and built the fastest amphibian plane in the world. He is responsible for the development of
American pursuit airplanes in their
present form. He developed and built
the first turbo-supercharged, aircooled-engine fighter. He holds many
world's speed records, and was presented with the Harmon trophy in
1940 for his outstanding achievements
in the field of aviation for the year
1939. He is regarded one of our greatest experts on aerial warfare.
This reviewer is not qualified to
say whether Major Seversky's theory
is correct or not. Perhaps the Major
aims too high, perhaps the government has already incorporated into
its war strategy major aspects of Seversky's point of view, and perhaps
the government is even now contemplating a separate air force and Air
Department. But this reviewer does
venture to say the following: If Major
Seversky's analysis and criticisms are
not basically true, American readers
should be so informed by authoritative sources. For, let it be said, this
book will go a far way in forming
a type of opinion regarding the place
of air power in the present strategy
of the war which runs directly counter to the manner in which the war
is carried on now. But can we afford
violent difference of opinion on war
strategy in these crucial times?
Victory Through Air Power is a
Book-of-the-Month selection. It is destined to become a book of the years.
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Good Advice
HOME FRONT DIGEST. By Malcolm Logan. Howell Soskin. 1942.
231 pages. $1.50.
ID YOU know that you can lie under an ordinary kitchen table to
dodge the bombs? That is what many
of the English did. Had you heard
that windows should be painted on
the outside for blackouts, and that
Hubby's discarded undershirt makes
an excellent duster? Malcolm Logan,
· a newspaperman on the New York
Post~ has condensed into 231 pages
an encyclopedia of knowledge necessary for the well-being of those left
behind. Based on the thought that
no army is stronger than the people
at home, the purpose of this book is
"to help the people on the Home
Front find their way through the new
United States created by the war."
Considered at great length are airraid protection, first aid, proper nutrition, victory gardens, and recreation. Step-by-step instructions are
given, but few of us could ably bandage a thigh or chest or stop an arterial spurt by merely looking at the
pictures. A new vista of recreation,
however, is revealed to those who
wish to conserve gasoline, tires, and
money. With surprise we read that
we can hike from Canada to Mexico
via the 2,300-mile Pacific Trail, or
take a pedal jaunt on the Appalachian Trail from Maine to Georgia,
a mere 2, I 00 miles. The American
Youth Hostels permit the hiker, biker,
or canoer to sleep at a hostel and prepare his own meals, all for 25c per
night. Blankets . are provided, and
there is usually a swimming-hole near-
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by. Then there is Country Board for
the city worker. For as little as $12
(but mostly up) the slicker may vacation on a farm and even help with
the chores. Along with each of his
vacation suggestions Mr. Logan lists
where arrangements might be made
for such excursions.
After dealing briefly with many
types of war jobs and the migration
to the city, the author suggests that
the worker keep on learning and attending some trade school to stave off
possible unemployment later. Complete instructions are given for the
long life of furniture and clothing,
and the housewife is told how to
weave patches, what sheets to buy,
and how to preserve her silk stockings:
They should be washed every night
and never ironed. Smooth toenails will
prevent many snags, and a dab of nail
polish will check a run. Always buy
two pairs of the same color at one time.
Then when one stocking wears out, its
mate becomes a spare for the other
pair.

The gentleman is never at a loss. He
tells us how to cut down on all living
expenses, including even how to
make one's own scouring powder.
Once back in his own field Mr. Logan does an excellent job on propaganda and protecting the mind
against it. The Office of Facts and
Figures has issued a booklet called
Divide and Conquer) which deals with
the basic propaganda that Hitler is
trying to inflict upon the American
mind: the weakness of the American
armed forces, the sure death of democracy, grave danger of invasion,
importance of home defense as op-
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posed to the offensive, and the perfidy of our allies. Beware! "If you
find yourselves believing any of these
things you are playing our enemies'
game." Of particular interest are the
enemies' methods of warfare and an
evaluation of their war communiques.
At the beginning of the war Nazi
communiques were honest reports
concerning gains in Poland, the occupation of Norway and France. But
after heavy losses had set in their
boasts of great victories still continued- "to conceal defeats from their
own people and to instil fear and
uncertainty into us .... Exaggeration
is a sure sign of defeat."
In this war more than any other
the civilians have great opportunity
to serve - men, women, boys, and
girls. All the possible volunteer activities are listed and their prerequisite training outlined, revealing a job
for everyone in the country willing
to do his part to win the war.

A Great Soldier
MACARTHUR ON WAR. Edited

by Frank C. Waldrop. P~blished by
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, New York.
1942. 419 pages. $3.00.
HIS

well-edited book is valuable

T for several reasons. It gives us au-

thentic biographical notes on General MacArthur, followed by a series of
important documents: His annual reports as chief of staff from 1931 to
1935, under these captions: 1) War
Plan for Today's War, Planned Yesterday. 2) Our Military Character. 3)
Struggling to Survive. 4) A Summing
Up. 5) A Career Ends. Then comes
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a chapter on his work in the ·P hilippines, of which the editor says:
"Douglas MacArthur, at 55, retired
•from his career in the Army of the
United States and undertook to make
a military organization in 10 years
for a Pacific and unindustrialized
·group of Oriental people who had
never in their history been a nation.
The only excuse for him must say
that he was (a) restless, (b) sentimental, considering his past in the
Philippines and (c) he foresaw war
would come before we could pull
JClear of our obligations so far from
home.
"This report reflects the vigor and
enthusiasm with which he undertook
what every military authority had
.described as a hopeless task.
"The epic battle of Bataan was
evidence that MacArthur had a vision. Given six months of 1942, he
may well have made the Philippines
really impregnable."
The next chapter covers the war
in the Philippines with selected communiques beginning with Dec. 12,
1941, and ending April 16, 1942.
From all these reports the reader
has the opportunity to evaluate the
character of the greatest general who
has thus far come out of this war on
our side, and to whom President
Roosevelt said, "Your record in war
and in peace is a brilliant chapter
of American history."
It is very evident from his own
reports that MacArthur is a soldier
of whom our nation can be proud,
a man who undertook the military
profession in the highest appreciation of service to our country, a true
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philosopher of militarism. As the editor states:
He not only reported the work of the
Army, but as chief of staff, fought with
the politicians, sought changes in the
law, and expounded the moral code of
the soldier. He was never hesitant about
these things either. He would not only
collide with Congress; he even dared
attack the professional moralists, who,
then, were also largely pacifists.

Here is a quotation from his speech
to the Rainbow Division:
Every nation that would preserve its
tranquillity, its riches, its independence
and its self-respect must keep alive its
martial ardor and be at all times prepared to defend itself!
The United States is a preeminently
Christian and conservative nation. It is
far less militaristic than most nations.
It is not especially open to the charge of
imperialism. Yet, one would fancy that
Americans were the most brutally bloodthirsty people in the world, to judge by
the frantic efforts that are being made to
disarm them both physically and morally. The public opinion of the United
States is being submerged by a deluge
of organizations whose activities to prevent war would be understandable were
they distributed in some degree among
the armed nations of Europe and Asia.
The effect of all of this unabashed and
unsound propaganda is not so much to
convert America to a holy horror of war
as it is to confuse the public mind and
lead to muddled thinking in international affairs.

Here is a notable paragraph from
the General's tribute to the soldier:
Every reasonable man knows that war
is cruel and destructive, yet our civilization is such that a very little of the fever
of war is sufficient to melt its veneer of
kindliness. We all dream of the day
when human conduct shall be governed
by the Decalogue and the Sermon on the

Mount, but as yet it is only a dream.
The springs of human conflict cannot
be eradicated through institutions, but
only through the reform of the individual human being, and that is a task
which has baffled the highest theologians
for two thousand years and more. No
one desires peace as much as the soldier
for he must pay the greatest penalty in
war. The Philippine Army is being organized solely for the preservation of
peace, or for the restoration of peace
after it has been lost by others.

Our Enemy
jAPAN RIDES THE TIGER. By
Willard Price. The John Day Company, New York. 1942. 228 pages.
Indexed. Illustrated. $2.50.
R. PRICE is well acquainted with
the Japanese Empire, having
lived in Japan a number of years,
traveled the length and breadth of
the empire, and looked at the work
done in the Japanese outposts in the
Philippines and South America. As
regards the relation of this volume to
the author's Children of the Rising
Sun, published four years ago, we are
told that this new book includes, besides ten entirely new chapters, substantial sections of the previous volume, arranged and brought up to
date and into sharper focus for Americans of today, who now realize that
they must have a complete, accurate
knowledge of the people they are
fighting.
We would say at the outset that the
author has done a good job and has
given the intelligent and thoughtful
reader not only a colorful and intensely interesting story of the Japanese, their ideals, ambitions, and
methods of conquest, but also a story
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that rings true and that does not
overdraw the picture.
Beginning with the coming of Commodore Perry to Japan in 1853, the
author shows how the Japanese began immediately to manufacture western arms and have not stopped since.
It seemed at first as if the ancient
empire would become a democracy,
but it was not so to be. The reaction
against everything foreign and American did not go to the extreme of
once more hermetically sealing Japan
against all contacts and influences
from without, but this time it took
the form of a militaristic plan of
world conquest and domination. In
their wars against Korea, Formosa,
China, and Russia they won. Success
bred the belief in their own invincibility. Japan must save Asia for Asiatics and must save the world for the
Son of Heaven. Though cautious
minds among them suggested prudence, the militarists in contr~l
preached continuation. Now they
dare not stop. As the Chinese proverb
puts it, "He who rides the tiger dare
not dismount."
In her plan for the conquest of all
nations that would block her program of progress and expansion, J apan laid the foundation in education, education, not in the sense of
training in the liberal arts, or the
sciences, or for some profession, as
the individual might choose, but education for the primary purpose of
training every branch of its citizenry
for the part he or she might have to
play in the scheme of Japan's future
greatness. Schools were established for
soldiers, sailors, parachutists, infiltra-
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tors, brides, cotton-spinners, diplomats, administrators, manufacturers,
etc. The education was undertaken
with a Spartan rigor and zeal unmatched in history. The French edu- ·
cational system was first copied, then
the American, then the German, and
finally Japan developed her own with
ideas appropriated from many lands.
As a result, no great nation in the
world has a higher literacy than Japan, or spends more money on schools
in proportion to population and
wealth.
N

the schools the religion of Em-

I peror worship is taught. Japan is a

family. The mystic emperor is the
father. All are his children. Filial
piety is the chief virtue. Not only
does religion enter into the teaching
of every school-subject, but two hours
a week, every week for eleven years,
are given to "Morals." "Morals" are
considered only from the standpoint
of service to the emperor. Any betrayal of human rights is justified if
done in the name of the god on
earth. The national spirit underlies
and permeates the whole school training, if possible, also that imparted
among the Japanese living on foreign
soil. Thus Japan scorns democracy,
trains the people to follow their
leaders, and has established as complete a totalitarianism as is humanly
possible.
Mr. Price devotes other chapters to
such subjects as Japan's training of
her fliers, soldiers, sailors, farmers,
women. He paints a sad and gloomy
picture of the plight of the Koreans
and the citizens of Manchukuo since
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those countries were subjected to the
emperor-god. He also goes into detail
to show how Japan has permeated
almost all Asiatic lands and islands
with her people and how these living
outside their own country retain the
old ideals, remain loyal to the emperor, and aid and abet the panJapan program. His last chapter is
on Japan's ideal of world domination. Emperor Jimmu twenty- five
hundred years ago stated in a rescript:
We shall build our Capital all over
the world and make the whole world
our dominion.
The modern military text- book
known as the Army Reader declares:
This rescript has been given to our
race and to our troops as an everlasting
categorical imperative.
Accordingly the people fully accept
these principles:
Japan is the only divine land.
Japan's emperor is the only divine emperor.
Japan's people are the only divine people.
Therefore Japan must be the light of
the world.
Other quotations from Japanese writings repeat the same refrain:
From the fact of the divine descent
of the Japanese people proceeds their
immeasurable superiority to the natives
of other countries in courage and intelligence." (Hirata, Japanese scholar.)
"It is most clear that the salvation of
the entire human race is the mission of
our Empire .... If all the human race
should come to look up to the virtue of
our Emperor and live under that influence, then there would be light for
the future of humanity. Thus the world
can be saved from destruction. . . . Of

a truth, great is the mission of our nation. (Professor Chikao Fujisawa.)
this it is clear that we
F have allin Japan
a challenge not onROM

ly for our country and for the other
nations of the world, including the
Axis powers, but also for the Christian Church. When the war has been
won and peace has been established
the Christian Church will have to und~rtake the Christianization of Japan
with more zeal and self-sacrifice than
has yet been shown in the past.
I t is also clear that we have an
enemy who will not easily be put to
fligh t. All that Mr. Price has to say
on that point was recently affirmed
by :VIr. Joseph C. Grew, who not long
ago returned from Tokyo after ten
years of diplomatic service in Japan.
He warned our people that our
enemy is not one to be underestimaLd. We quote:
W e are up against a powerful fighting machine, a people whose morale
cannot and will not be broken even by
succC'ssive defeats, who will certainly not
be b oken by economiC hardships, a people who individually and collectively
will gladly sacrifice their lives for their
empc!ror and their nation and who can
be brought to earth only by . . . complete defeat in battle.

Wh1t of Tomorrow?
THl: ROAD WE ARE TRAVELING . 1914-1942. By Stuart Chase.
Pl .blished by the Twentieth Centu ;y Fund, New York. 1942. 106
pages. $1.00.
~Tt 'ART

CHASE is writing a series of

0 six books for the Twentieth Century Fund on the general theme,
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When the War Ends. This volume
is one of them. Though somewhat
tardily reviewed in THE CRESSET, it
should be said that this book is an
early one among the many books and
articles that have been written for
the purpose of solving the post-war
problems. Mr. Hoover's book, written in collaboration with Hugh Gibson, has since appeared. A group of
European Roman Catholics has published its views on what is required
for winning the peace. Other groups
and individuals, such as Gov. Harold
E. Stassen of Minnesota, have been
voicing their views, and no doubt
many others will follow suit.
Mr. Chase's book first explores recent trends in American life, reviewing the American scene since the last
World War. Then he sets up certain
goals for America and raises the
question whether the end of the war
will bring back business as usual. He
has some very interesting views on
the part the government will play in
the rehabilitation of the country and
believes that there must be a guarantee of the five essentials to every citizen- food, housing, clothing, health
services, education, with social insurance at all major exposed points in
the social structure, and with minimum wages, maximum hours, standards for working conditions in every
branch of employment. His answer to
the question, "Where's the money
coming from?" is apt: It will come
from the same place that the bombers.
tanks, and battleships are now coming from- out of the free employment of the people.
Not every one will agree with Mr.
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Stuart Chase on all points, although
his expert insight into economic conditions is readily recognized and his
keen analysis of trends and cycles is
very refreshing. Our own reaction to
the book was this: that the Church
had better be busy with the study of
the intricate problems confronting us
all in order to be able to meet the
new day when it finally dawns, ready
to be about the Master's business. It
should be in a position of real leadership in human society. If it is not,
other groups will step in to challenge
the Church's position.

Road to Freedom
THE DRUMS OF MORNING. By
Philip Van Doren Stern. Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York. 1942.
625 pages. $3.00.

J

ONATHAN BRADFORD was nine years
old when his father, George Bradford, died in a vain attempt to defend the Abolitionist newspaper of
his friend and fellow-crusader, Elijah
Lovejoy, against a drunken, ruthless,
pro-slavery mob. George Bradford
believed that Mr. Lovejoy's printing
press was more than a mere piece of
machinery. To him it was the symbol of free speech in a free land.
Therefore he was willing to fight and
to die at the side of the famous Abolitionist editor, who also suffered martyrdom in the Alton, Illinois, riot of
1837. With his last, agonized breath
George admonished his trembling
young son:
Don't ever stop fighting slavery. It's
the big fight of our time. I want you to
promise you'll take part in it. The
slave power that has orphaned you is
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orphaning thousands of black children.
Don't ever forget those other children,
Jonathan.
Jonathan did take part in the great
crusade against slavery. His entire
life was shaped by the promise he
made to his dying father; for he dedicated himself unreservedly to the
cause championed by Theodore Parker, Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Wendell
Phillips, and other staunch advocates
of the Abolitionist movement. His
education, supervised by his kindly
foster-father, Wm. Moore, was designed entirely to prepare him to
travel in the South and there to learn
from personal observation how well
the system of slave labor compared
with the principle of free enterprise
in the North. Jonathan was twentyfour when, armed with letters of introduction from influential New England merchants, he began his tour of
the Slave States. His journey ended
abruptly and disastrously when he
attempted to transport a group of
runaway slaves to free soil. Jonathan
was apprehended, tried in the court
at Pensacola, and sentenced to endure the ignominy of the brandingiron. Friends arranged his escape and
safe return to Boston.
For a short time Jonathan traveled
far and wide with Mr. Parker and
with the famous Negro lecturer, Frederick Douglass. Everywhere his scarred
hand, which bore the letters SS [slave
stealer], made eloquent propaganda
for the Abolitionist cause. In 1854
Jonathan moved with the Moore
family to a farm near Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania. Here they established
an important station for the Under-

gr•mnd Railroad which carried so
many fugitive slaves into Canada. For
five years Jonathan worked tirelessly making innumerable hazardous,
night-long trips through the mountains with his contraband cargo. During these years the controversy over
slavery became increasingly bitter.
Speaking in Alton, Illinois, in the
campaign of 1858, Abraham Lincoln,
an obscure attorney from Springfield,
Illinois, said:
This [slavery] is the real issue. It is
the eternal struggle between two principles-right and wrong-throughout the
world. They are the two principles which
have stood face to face from the beginning of time. The one is the common
right of humanity, and the other is the
divine right of kings. It is the same
principle no matter in what shape it
comes, whether from the mouth of a
king who seeks to bestride the people
of his own nation and live by the fruits
of their labor, or from one race of men
as an apology for enslaving another race,
it is the same tyrannical principle.
John Brown's sensational raid on
the government arsenal at Harper's
Ferry in October, 1859, and his subsequent death on the gallows a few
weeks later created a sharp division in
public opinion. There were those
who hailed the "broken- winged
hawk" as a martyr who was willing
to forfeit his life for the furtherance
of the ends of justice; others decried
Brown as a monster and a traitor to
his own race. Jonathan had refused
to join John Brown's band of followers because he was unwilling to
engage in violence and bloodshed or
to join in an assault on Federal property. Late in the fateful year of 1860
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the election of Abraham Lincoln to
the presidency and the secession of
South Carolina from the Union
brought the first faint drumbeats of
war to a troubled people.
An unfortunate chain of circumstances condemned Jonathan to a succession of Confederate prisons for
four long years. Peace was in the air
when he made his escape from the
living hell of Andersonville prison,
and peace had come when he was released from the hospital at Philadelphia. Slowly he made his way back
to Chambersburg. Clearly and beautifully the drums of the morning
rolled out over a battle-scarred countryside which was once again quiet
and peaceful. The war, which had
been fought to preserve the Union
and to free the slaves, was over.
But the fight for freedom is an endless
battle. Its victories are never final, its
defeats are never permanent. Each generation must defend its heritage, for each
seeming conquest gives rise to new forces
that will attempt to substitute fresh
means of oppression for the old. There
can be no peace in a world of life and
growth-every battle the fathers thought
finished will have to be fought anew by
their children if they wish to preserve
and extend their freedom. We have won
our battle, but we shall have to begin
training new fighters to carry on in our
stead.

The Drums of Morning makes excellent reading for a generation which
is now engaged in defending and preserving its heritage of freedom. Years
of exhaustive research have gone into
the writing of Philip Van Doren
Stern's fine historical novel. Here we
have authentic Americana, recounted
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with the skill of an expert story-teller
and with the restraint and the understanding of a mature writer. One can
only regret that Mr. Stern's hero occasionally fails to live up to the shining
mark his creator set for him and that
the love-interests in the story are not
always entirely convincing.

Of Human Frailty
THE JUST AND THE UNJUST.
By James Gould Cozzens. Harcourt,
Brace 8c Co., New York. 1942. 434
pages. $2.50.

J

AMES GouLD CozzENS' new book is
more than an absorbing, thoughtprovoking novel. It is a clear, cold.
expertly drawn exposition of the
manner in which the processes of law
function in a democracy. In Mr. Cozzens' capable hands the courtroom of
Judge Thomas F. Vredenburgh be<:omes a stage on which carefully controlled puppets enact the gripping
drama of right and justice under the
laws of a free people. As the case of
the commonwealth against the three
hoodlums who · stand accused of kidnaping and murder is unfolded, the
searching eye of harsh reality seeks
out the weaknesses and the shortcomings of the entire community of Childerstown. Thus, indirectly, the way
of life of a small, typically American town is weighed in the balances.
And here it is that the author is
found wanting; for, while he manipulates all the strings which reveal the
·inherent selfishness, the shallow vanity, and the pitiful inadequacy of
mortal man, he neglects almost entirely the compensating virtues of
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warmth and love and beauty, of generosity and human dignity. The hero
of The just and the Unjust is Abner
Coates, a mild, rather priggish, doggedly conscientious young lawyer- a
man who goes his mild, well-regulated way apparently incapable of
deep feeling or of quick, decisive action. When, somewhat defiantly, he
asks his invalid father, "What do you
and the people of Childerstown want
of me?" old Judge Coates formulates
a creed for living which emphasizes
Mr. Cozzens' carefully matter-of-fact
philosophy. The old judge says:
We just want you to do the impossible. . . . Nobody promises you a good
time. There'll be deaths and disappointments and failures. When they come,
you'll meet them. I don't know who it
was who said when we think of the
past we regret, and when we think of
the future we fear. And with reason.
But no bets are off. There is the present
to think of, and as long as you live
there always will be. In the present,
every day is a miracle. The world gets
up in the morning and is fed and goes
to work, and in the evening it comes
home and is fed again and perhaps has
a little amusement and goes to sleep. To
make that possible so much has to be
done by so many people that, on the
face of it, it is impossible. Well, every
day, we do it; and every day, come hell,
come high water, we're going to have to
go on doing it as well as we can.

Individually and collectively we will
"go on doing it as well as we can,"
but not without the protective armor
of faith. Man can live without bread;
but he cannot live without vision and
hope.
The just and the Unjust, the Bookof-the-Month Club selection for

Au~st, is Mr. Cozzen's tenth published novel. It has already acquired
a best seller rating and bids fair to
outstrip in popularity The Last
Adam, which appeared in 1933.

Nazi Portrait
HIGH STAKES. By Curt Riess. Putnam. 1942. 282 pages. $2.50.
ERMANY

was getting inside news

G concerning the defense activities
of the United States, and a thirty-fiveyear-old sports reporter was taking
the drink cure in a sanatorium. This
novel tells how the Federal Bureau
of Investigation put its own Gregory
Davis into the role of reporter Jimmy
Duncan to work for Transatlantic
News, Inc., to ferret out what part
this organization played in spying for
the Nazis. After much involved action the plot resolves- or rather, dissolves- into a series of anti-climaxes
in which most of the Nazis are apprehended and deported, and the FBI
man gets his girl.
Despite an undistinguished style
and an unconvincing plot the author
of High Stakes has something to say,
and the ability to say it stirringly.
German-born, Mr. Riess is a newspaper man who left his native country
when Hitler and Naziism took c~arge;
since then he has been an American
correspondent on various papers,
with much writing on espionage to
his credit. The inscription
The characters portrayed in this book
are not wholly fictitious. Any similarity
to persons living or dead is not coincidental.

has a tendency to make the reader
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chuckle, until a perusal of the book
recalls many news items of the past
year, and we are reminded that our
country is honeycombed with a vast
network of spies. Mr. Riess portrays
many types of the German at work:
Klapp the figurehead; the fanatic von
Todt; Hans Schramm, the strong and
stupid; automatons Koster, Haas, and
Dienstag. These are but a few, for
there are, according to Mr. Riess,
thousands of these types throughout
the country.
They met in hotel lobbies in New
York, Chicago, San Francisco, and New
Orleans; in small bars in Detroit, Los
Angeles and Boston; in department stores
in Philadelphia, Dallas and Seattle. They
met one another late at night, but they
also met in broad daylight. And if we
had come across them during one of
these meetings, we would have noticed
nothing out of the way. They looked just
like you and me; they had no special
traits and they behaved no differently
from you and me.
·
But they were different from us. They
were the advance guard of the army
that was to invade America. They were
soldiers in the army of total espionage.
All the German characters are ·human
and all afraid-afraid of each other.
afraid of themselves, fearful lest their
own machinery should turn and
crush them. A few choose illicit love
affairs as an anodyne, and in this respect we find several short objectionable passages (which have, however,
no meaningful relation to the rest of
the book). Mr. Riess's Nazis did not
really want to do what they were
commanded, but each one feared recall and a life of disgrace in the
Vaterland. When the German spies
and their Italian confederates were
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boarding a U. S. transport for deportation, Jimmy Duncan, alias Davis,
surveys the group and comments,
" 'No, they aren't glad to go; they are
all afraid.' "
is a new facet of the Nazi
character. The popular Nazi of
T
news and fiction has been the ruthHIS

less invader and the keen strategist.
What about the simple German of
the small town, flung into a new era?
Oscar Bing, thought Jimmy Duncan,
should have been a small-town postmaster, "one of those men behind the
window who think that letters are
written so that they can have a job."
And there are others, not so simple,
who resent the idea that, being German, they are automatically Nazis.
After being ignored by her former
Washington friends although she was
not a Nazi, Frau von Todt cries bitterly to her ambassador-husband,
"You don't represent Germany. You
represent Hitler.'' I think that it is
just this note, often sounded, that
makes High Stakes worth reading in
spite of its weaknesses. For if we can
believe the author-and we want tothe heart of the old Germany is still
alive.

Futuristic Blueprint
THE MEN WHO MAKE THE FUTURE. By Bruce Bliven. Duell,
Sloan and Pearce, New York. 1942.
325 pages. $3.00.
editor of the New
Republic, spent much of his time,
B
for about a year,· talking with leading
RUCE BLIVEN,

American scientists and visiting their
laboratories. His purpose was to learn
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and bring to public attention what
scientific workers are doing in the
various fields and what are their
hopes and attitudes with reference to
the future. This book is the product
of these investigations. Since the
author pledged himself not to quote
his informants by name, they freely
answered his questions and discussed
with him the bearings of their studies
and discoveries.
The Men Who Make the Future
covers a wide range of topics, and it
does it in such a way that the average
intelligent person can follow the presentation without difficulty. A little
sampling will serve to indicate the
variety offered. There is a chapter on
genius in which one of the studies
that are detailed finds that geniuses
are almost invariably kind, trustworthy, conscientious, persistent, cooltempered, physically and mentally
active, modest, and not eager for
pleasure. In another study Luther is
listed with an IQ of 170. There is a
chapter on the genes and one on the
rapidly growing knowledge about
hormones, enzymes, and vitamins and
their interrelations.
The startling discoveries being
made in connection with the benzene
rings fill a further chapter, as does a
discussion of the common cold and
of germicidal lamps. It is admitted
that our ancestors were wiser than we
when they believed in "noxious vapors" (air-borne infection), although
we laughed at them because of that
belief until quite recently.
Viruses; changes being brought
about in plants, especially through
the use of colchicine; the amazing

results of recent atomic research; astronomical study and theory; ingenious devices of many kinds; all receive
detailed attention. One chapter tells
how American scientists are aiding
in the war effort; another lists the
unsolved mysteries, the questions to
which science must reply, We do not
know. An effort is made to present
a composite view of the scientists'
"prescription for humanity" -what
they think should be done in general
to make this earth a happier place
for its inhabitants.
Bliven offers a wealth of interesting and valuable information on what
scientists are doing and on the problems with which they are wrestling.
He seems quite unaware, however, of
the limitations of science. Thus he
states that "if we had taken advantage of the information which the scientists collectively already possessed,
we could have averted the tragedy"
of the present war. This statement
flows from his conviction that "the
scientific method is capable of universal application." That, however,
is not the case. Science is concerned
with facts and is learning ever better
to manipulate natural phenomena,
but values are beyond its range. It
cannot determine what man does
with the power which science places
in his hands; it cannot eradicate selfishness, greed, and the other evil propensities that lurk in the human
heart and that bring on strife and
wars.
Shortly after Glenn Frank assumed
the presidency of the University of
Wisconsin, he said in a speech that
we must look to science for the build-
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ing of a better world. He evidently,
at that time, shared our author's opinion. Five years later, in a commencement address, he recalled that statement and said that he had now become convinced that hope for improvement must rest, not in science,
but in religion.
Bliven writes from a naturalistic
standpoint. This renders certain admissions that he makes all the more
striking. On the question of whether
life like ours exists on other planets
or stars, he says: "The development
of natural forms from the single live
cell up to man . . . requires an almost
incredible series of accidental mutations and adaptations . . . . To imagine that such a tremendous series of
accidents could be repeated to the
last detail is as remote as the mathematicians' hypothetical band of monkeys drumming on typewriter keys
at random until they produced all
the works of Shakespeare. One can-

not conceive it; one cannot believe
it."
Why, then, believe that such a
process has taken place on earth? especially since Bliven, speaking of
"the mystery of adaptation," says:
"Take the mechanism of the eye.
There are various parts of the eye,
highly complicated and quite distinct
from one another; yet unless they exist simultaneously and co-operate, the
individual cannot see. The mind
simply refuses to accept the idea that
a light-sensitive spot on the surface
of a one-celled structure could ever
evolve, through no matter how many
repeated mutations and survivals of
the fittest, into this elaborate set of
devices. . . . There is a tremendous
gap in our knowledge of how this
amazing diversification of function
has grown up. Science simply does
not know." That is well put and to
the point. But what then becomes of
evolutionary naturalism?

An Era Dawns
Some wondering day
I'll stand beside
a far high hill,
above the wreath of morning cloud,
and watch, amazed, a night-dark wing
of hovering sadness float away
upon a golden tide
of light that fills
a world where Truth and Honor crowd
the heart-where birds of Beauty sing.
-ROLAND RYDER-SMITH

I
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WHAT GERI\-IANY FORGOT

I ESCAPED FROM
HONG KONG
By Jan Henrik Marsman. Reynal &
Hitchcock, Inc., New York. 1942.
249 pages. $2.50.

J

AN HENRIK MARSMAN, a Dutch-born
citizen of the United State.s who
had varied business interests m the
Far East, was stranded in Hong Kong
when Japanese bombs destroyed the
clipper he was about to board for San
Francisco. He saw how ineffectually
the small British force resisted the
powerful and carefully organized attack of the Nipponese, and he was
an eyewitness of many of the unspeakable atrocities which the fanatical conquerors inflicted on helpless
men, women, and children. I Escaped
from Hong Kong is the account of
brave defenders, of cowardly shirkers, and of indescribably brutal victors. The book proves conclusively
that we are fighting foes who believe
that they are superior to us in the
matter of race - foes who will stop at
nothing in their determined effort to
destroy our nation.

By James T. Shotwell. The Macmillan Company, New York. 1942.
152 pages. $1.75.
HAMPIONS of Hitler and Hitlerism

C have declared in season and out
of season, consistently and persistently, that it was the Treaty of Versailles
which led to World War II. James T.
Shotwell, however, points out that
their reasoning is altogether wrong.
He contends that the tremendous
cost of waging World War I brought
about the complete collapse of Germany. The Nazis, of course, rose to
power, and plunged their country
into the present conflict, largely because they harped continuously on
the statement that the victors in
World War I demanded impossibly
large reparation sums from the vanquished. The author of What Germany Forgot says:
It is true that no one -can ever state
positively, in the precise. terms of arithmetic, how much a war hke that of 19141918 costs any country. The only definite
figures we have are those of the financial
costs to the government, and they are
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open to criticism. In the case of Germany we do not have this for more than
during the period of the war itself, but
that alone was approximately 95 to 100
billion gold marks of the money of 1913;
or double that amount if stated in the
purchasing power of the mark of 19181919, which is the date at which the
post-war economy had to be set going
again. This does not include the continuing cost to the Reich in subsequent
years which, as we know only too well
from sad experience, rolls up like a
snowball around the inner core of wartime expenses.

Dr. . Shotwell is Bryce Professor of
the History of International Relations at Columbia University and
Director of the Division of Economics and History of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
His book should be carefully studied
by all those who are eager to gain
enlightenment concerning the rise of
Hitlerism and the real origin of the
great war which is now engulfing the
world.

MEN WITIIOUT A COUNTRY
By Charles Nordhoff and .James
Norman Hall. Little, Brown and
Company, Boston. 1942. 121 pages.
$1.50.
N THIS

book, the authors of Mutiny

I on the Bounty are at their best as

good story-tellers. Their story was
first published in the Atlantic Monthly under the title of Men Without a
Country. They give us an account of
five escaped convicts from French
Guiana, whose patriotism motivated
them to risk death in order to go and
fight for their beloved France, under
whose laws they had been imprisoned

and had suffered all the indignities
of the French penal system. They finally succeed in reaching England and
'join the Free French Air Squadron to
do what they can against the enemy
that occupies a large part of their
homeland.

THE UNINVITED
By Dorothy Macardle. Doubleday,
Doran & Co., New York. 1942. 342
pages. $2.50.
HILE

exploring the famous cliffs

W of North Devon young Roderick Fitzgerald and his sister Pamela

suddenly, and quite by chance, discovered Cliff End. The beautifully
proportioned, two- storeyed stone
house stood on a sheltered, wooded
rise overlooking the sea. For fifteen
years Cliff End had been untenanted.
This, the villagers of Biddlecombe
quickly and volubly informed the
Fitzgeralds, was "because the house
warn't fit for Christians to bide in."
Undismayed by stories of weird lights,
eerie sounds, and strange "disturbances," Pamela and Roderick purchased Cliff End. Pamela was rather
pleased at the thought of owning a
haunted house. Weeks of hard work
transformed the neglected dwelling
into a charming, comfortable home.
Pamela and Roderick moved in and,
with the carefree gayety and boundless curiosity of youth, requested the
gossip-mongers to "bring on your
ghosts." Their challenge did not go
unanswered. Very soon visitors from
an unseen world appeared in spec·tacular manifestations. With Irish
wit and Irish courage brother and
sister fought the "uninvited" on their
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own grounds. Bit by bit they uncovered the sad story of Mary and Llewellyn Meredith and the lovely Spanish model, Carmel. Slowly and carefully they examined and destroyed
the strange ties which bound the
girl Stella to the spirits of two women
long since departed from this life.
Inexorably the young Fitzgeralds marshaled the invincible forces of good
against the dark legions of evil until
the ghost of Cliff End was laid once
and for all.
The Uninvited is an exciting, wellwritten novel. Reader-interest will,
of course, be conditioned largely by
individual reaction to, and belief in,
supernatural manifestations and psychic phenomena.

RELIGION IN ILLNESS
AND HEALTH
By Carroll A. Wise. Harper &
Brothers Press, New York. 1942.
270 pages. $2.50.
HIS

volume comes from the pen of

one who has had years of experiT
ence as a chaplain in a mental hos-

pital. It is the author's purpose to
show how closely the physical and the
spiritual man are related to one · another and how profound the effects
of the one upon the other can be.
The book is divided into two sections. Section one deals with "Illness and Health in the Light of Modern Knowledge"; Section two with
"Religion in Illness and Health."

The author does not attempt to
provide detailed directions for pastoral counselling, neither has he undertaken to write a medical book. He
has, however, sought to show how important it is for the clergyman to take
into consideration the whole man in
the performance of pastoral ministrations.
Since the author does not have a
correct conception of Christianity ar,
a supernaturally revealed and divinely authoritative religion (pages 98,
120), whose central teaching deals
with salvation by grace through faith
in Christ, much of what he says seems
flat and unsatisfactory from the viewpoint of a Christian minister. This
is all the more unfortunate because
the author clearly reveals from so
many other points of view an intelligent understanding of human problems and a penetrating insight into
weaknesses associated with organized
religion.
Although this volume does not offer a set of simple directions for the
improvement of one's ministry to persons afflicted with mental illnesses
and twisted personalities, its reading
will prove helping and stimulating
to anyone interested in the subject
wherewith it deals and it will serve
to enlarge one's understanding so as
to make possible the more confident
approach to problem cases and a
more intelligent cooperation between
clergymen and physicians.
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MAGAZINES
Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list
of important articles in leading magazines which
will be of interest to our readers

the government will take it into
its hands, and 3.1 think both will
be concerned. - The government,
in the opinion of 76.3, should not
provide free medical care after
the war, but 59.5 believe it will;
51.3 think it should not provide
old-age pensions, but 90.5 believe
it will; 64.5 think it should not
provide unemployment insurance,
but 84 believe it will.

Fortune
FORTUNE SURVEY
A poll of business executives
shows that 33.6 per cent of them
believe that price ceilings will
prevent rises. However, 66.4 per
cent believe that prices will have
to be revised upward. This upward swing is set as 10 per cent or
less by 12.8 per cent of the executives; at 10-20 per cent by 37.3; at
20-50 per cent by 13.3; at over 50
per cent by 3 per cent.-More than
94 per cent think that price ceilings are feasible by clamping ceilings on wages and farm products.
90.5 are in favor of ceilings on
wages, and 83.6 on farm products.
- 90.5 hold that business should
assume rnajor responsibility for
eliminating unemployment after
the war; 7.5 think the government should do so; 2 vote for
both. However, only 15.7 believe
that the matter will actually be
left to business, while 81.2 expect

A REPORT TO MR.
ROOSEVELT
This open letter to the President recommends a thorough
shake-up of War Administration
that would result in: 1. A unified
military command-to co-ordinate
Army, Navy, and Air Force, eliminating the fatal jealousy and division which still exist. 2. A unified political command - to coordinate policies ranging from
foreign relations to domestic censorship. 3. A unified economic
command-to co-ordinate the four
65
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chief ingredients of productionmen, money, food, materials-for
centralized planning and direction. A great many people, Fortune holds, will have to be fired,
some because they deserve it, others because there are just too
many people at Washington to
let Washington work. The inefficiency and bungling of the present set-up are too dangerous to
be tolerated any longer .. "Gradually the people get the feeling that
the whole war pattern is a pattern of bad planning, muddy
thinking, and bungled execution."
Unless Roosevelt holds a political
court-martial of the War Administration, Fortune warns, the people will hold him responsible. If
he cleans up, everyone who wants
to get on with the war will be
back on his side.

Harper's
ONUVINGINA
REVOLUTION
By julian Huxley

On the basis of eight propositions Julian Huxley discusses the
world revolution in which we are
now involved. Unless we recognize the nature of this revolution
and its probable results, we shall
not be able to deal with it intelligently. Whether the revolution
is effected in a democratic or a
totalitarian way depen~s upon

the nature of our planning and
of our efforts now. Such planning
can be done by the proclamation
of war aims which will achieve
the revolution in harmony with
democratic principles. The author also suggests a series of Charters, such as a Colonial Charter,
Pacific Charter, Charter of Welfare and Service, of Security, of
Prosperity, of Peaceful Change.
In this way, he believes, the forces
and trends of the revolution can
be directed toward the shortening of the war, the revivification
of the democratic nations, and
solid foundations for peace.
Whether the complex factors of
our world situation can be so simply reduced to a proposition of
political Euclid may be debatable. It is certain, however, that
we should endeavor to know the
road we are traveling and the
goal for which we are striving.
This article is of value because it
induces thought in these directions.

MOVING THE WEST-COAST
JAPANESE
By Carey McWillians

The author is Chief of the Di- ·
vision of Immigration and Housing for the State of California.
His book Factories in the Field
achieved exceptional prominence
during the controversy which
raged around The Grapes of

I
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Wrath, because of its confirmation
of the facts upon which Steinbeck
based his dramatization. This
background indicates that the author is not discussing the vexing
problem of the West-Coast J apanese from the viewpoint of California capitalism or of race prejudice. It is a factual presentation

of what has been done with the
Japanese in California. It also discusses their prospect for the future. The author has shed much
helpful light upon a question
which has provoked much discussion and given rise to many
charges of politics and of racehatred.
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Motion Picture

THE CussET evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces.

Time and again this column films a's have pretended to be about
has decried the lack of motion pic- "typical" Americans have too often
tures which truthfully and intelli- fabricated people who have borne
gently reflect our national ideals much more resemblance to dreamand our American way of life. folk than to the real thing.
Why has Hollywood been so slow He continues:
in recognizing the inestimable
It is significant that Miss Buck's
value of films which will give the organization is not the only one
people of other lands a fair pic- thinking these days about the effecture of the United States and its tiveness of motion pictures for conveying concepts of national life
citizens?
· abroad. Sidney L. Bernstein, film adNot long ago Pearl S. Buck,
viser to the British Ministry of Inforwell-known author and president mation, is now in this country to enof the East and West Association, courage the production of more films
enlisted the aid of Bosley Crow- which will image American life truly
ther, astute motion picture critic for British audiences. The Office of
of the New York Times,
the Co-ordinator of Inter American
Affairs has been working for months
on a program of films to give a fair
picture of the United States and its
people to Latin-Americans. All of a
sudden the tremendous importance of
films as a democratic solvent is realized.
And so it would be the move of
wisdom for Hollywood, in these perilous times and in the years of readjustment beyond, to reconsider its
concepts of America, to vision it more
often as a land of simple, hard-work-

in the making of a list of motion pictures which could be recommended
to audiences across the Pacific as being
really representative of life in America.

At first glance this request seems
to be a simple one. Nevertheless,
Mr. Crowther admits that he was
forced to
proceed with care. Quite frankly it
must be admitted such films have
been few and far between. Even such
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ing people and not so often as a getrich paradise . . . . Money and crime
are not the only impulses which agitate this land.

Supreme Court Justice William
0. Douglas recently declared,
The decisive secret weapon in our
arsenal is the mind and the spirit of
the average American.

The truth of these words is vividly demonstrated • in ] oe Smith,
American (M- G- M, Ralph
Thorpe), one of the finest pictures released in many months.
Joe Smith, skilled aircraft worker,
was an average American, quiet,
modest, and unassuming. He
would have been embarrassed and
amused had anyone suggested to
him that he had in him the stuff
of which heroes are made. Yet Joe
could, and did, endure hideous
torture because he would not betray a secret which involved the
safety· of thousands of his countrymen. In a moment of fiery pain
the words, "One nation, indivisible, with liberty and justice for
all," took on a new meaning. He,
Joe Smith, average American, was
the nation. He could not "be
pushed around." The question of
victory or defeat, of life or death,
lay with him. Joe Smith was not
defeated. He could not be defeated because the spirit of a free
man must remain forever invincible.
In like manner it was the spirit
and the determination of the aver-
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age Britisher which sustained the
English people during the terrible
months in which fire and death
and destruction swept the embattled Island Kingdom. And it is
this same spirit which permeates
M-G-M's great war film, Mrs.
Miniver. If one could view this
fine tribute to a brave nation from
the remote fastnesses of time and
space, one would unquestionably
be deeply touched by its moving
story. But since Mrs. Miniver is
a record of yesterday, today, andGod help us! -tomorrow, the film
is almost unbearably poignant.
The havoc which came to the village of Belham and to its quiet,
peace-loving, law-abiding residents
had, and continues to have, its
counterpart in many parts of the
world. This is in very truth "a
people's war." We speak glibly of
"total war"; but in Mrs. Miniver
we have ·a telling visual recounting of what total war means to the
civilian population of a nation in
its throes. Much of the credit for
M-G-M's impressive screen version of Jan Struther's famous book
must go to Director Wm. Wyler.
Simply and with admirable restraint he achieves a clear, compelling picture of the cruel impact
of war upon civilians. Quietly and
forcefully he gives emphasis to the
spiritual values which sustain
men and women through hours of
peril and agony. It would be difficult to praise too highly the bril-
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liant performance of the cast.
Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon
are the featured players.
The Great Man's Lady (Paramol,lnt, William Wellman) was
unquestionably designed to pay
sincere tribute to the courage and
the fortitude of the hardy pioneer
women who so unflinchingly
braved the dangers and the hardships of frontier life. U nfortunately, the tale, as it is told, fails
utterly to achieve realism or ~epth
or beauty. Clever make-up gradually transforms Barbara Stanwyck
from a girl of sixteen to a bent old
lady of 109; but the voice remains
the voice of Barbara Stanwyck.
M-G-M's We Were Dancing
(directed by Robert Z. Leonard)
rehashes Hollywood's stock story
of marriage according to the "in
again, out again, on again, off
again" pattern. Must this ridiculous travesty of marriage go on
and on? This time the story is
brought up to date through its
principals. The heroine (?) is a
penniless refugee Polish princessvery much "on the make"-and
the hero(?) is an equally penniless Austrian baron whose stock
in trade is his title and his desirability as an "extra man." Haven't
Poland and Austria suffered
enough? After a year's absence
Norma Shearer returns to the
screen to play the part of the
princess; and Melvyn Douglas, as
the baron, gives his longsuffering

eyebrows rather more than the
customary work-out. Much ado
about nothing!
Here they are again-Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, movieland's indefatigable and irrepressible slapstick comedians.
Press agents would have us believe
that Pardon My Sarong (U niversal) is "their newest, biggest,
balmiest hit." Actually the picture merely provides a new setting
and a few fresh novelty routines
for the antics of this successful
team. Despite shortcomings in the
matter of artistry Abbott and
Costello films have been tremendously popular with young and
old alike. Let's hope, then, that
future releases will hew a little
more closely to the basic requirements of good taste.
When will there be an end to
pictures which use the sufferings
and the misfortunes of a people
as material for so-called comedy?
Would you consider the brutal invasion of your country or your
home amusing or entertaining?
Naturally, you would not. By the
same token Columbia's The Wife
Takes a Flyer is neither amusing
nor entertaining. Entirely aside
from the unspeakably poor taste
of making the Nazi invasion of
Holland a subject for jest and
merriment, the film is offensive
in the extreme because of its hideously distorted evaluation of marriage.
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Butch Minds the Baby (Universal, Albert S. Rogell) is the
moderately successful screen adaptation of Damon Runyan's short
story of the hard-boiled safecracker whose reformation is
brought about by a gurgling,
year-old baby. Broderick Crawford
and Baby Michael Barnitz make
an incongruous but touchingly effective team.
I dare say that if anyone, anywhere in these United States, were
to ask anyone over the age of
eight, "What is a sarong?" the reply would be, "Oh, that's what
Dorothy Lamour wears." Won't
some philanthropically inclined
person start a Dorothy Lamour
out-of-a-sarong-in to-a-dress movement? And by all means let's have
shoes tool I've suffered enoughvicariously, of course- watching
Dottie's tootsies traverse hills and
dales, marshlands and jungles.
Beyond the Blue Horizon (Paramount, Alfred Santell), starring
Miss Lamour, is a fabulous tale of
high adventure 'way, 'way beyond
the blue horizon of this mundane
sphere. Technicolor works its familiar magic and transforms the
make-believe world of the screen
into a riot of color .::tnd beauty.
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Dangerously They Live is a
swift-moving melodrama involving spies, undercover agents, saboteurs, and enemy submarines. Not
so long ago the events chronicled
in this picture. would have been
considered ridiculously far-fetched
and highly incredible. Now, however, the sober facts uncovered by
the F.B.I. in the recent round-up
of enemy agents make one rather
less certain that such things
"can't happen here." Raymond
Massey is excellent in the role of
the traitorous American; and erstwhile "tough guy" John Garfield
turns in a good performance as
the doctor who eventually unmasks the villain. The acting of
young Nancy Coleman shows genuine promise.
Alas and alack, this column not
only ends with a film called Lady
in a ]am; it also leaves the reviewer in a jam. As a result of
too much rain everything in our
house sticks, including the desk
·d rawer which contains my movie
notes. Therefore I can't even tell
you who made Lady in a ] am.
This I do know: Irene Dunne was
the lady, and the picture was so
dull that I'm in favor of leaving
the lady where she was-in a jam.

rna jor article this . month serving the constructive purpose
focuses attention on one of for which it is intended.
the least-known countries in the
Western Hemisphere. The au~
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ment ranks in popularity in com- (Even the Night Shall Be Light
parison with the other parts of and Firebrand) and John H.
the magazine and whether it is Horst (Orion and The Pleiades).
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